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Distractions and interruptions are common occurrences in an operating room
(OR), but little is known about their effects on surgical task performance. Based on
human factors research, it was hypothesized that realistic distractions and interruptions
in an OR would adversely impact surgical task performance. Because of the concern
of patient safety in an OR, research on distractions and disruptions needed to be
conducted in a laboratory. Consequently, this research applied an advanced virtual
reality simulator for a laparoscopic surgical procedure.
The experimental design consisted of a two factor within-subjects test. The
primary factor was the absence or presence of distractions and interruptions with the
order being randomly counterbalanced. Four distractions and two interruptions were
timed to occur during critical stages of the simulated surgical procedure. The
secondary factor was the experience level of the surgeons. Eighteen surgical residents
volunteered to participate in this study which yielded two experience levels of 2nd year
and 3rd year residents.

The results supported the hypothesis since major surgical errors were
committed in 44% of the simulated surgical procedures when distracted and
interrupted versus only 6% when not distracted or interrupted. This difference was
significant with a p-value = 0.020. No effect was shown for surgical errors with
respect to the different experience levels, possibly because of the limited separation in
experience. For another type of error, 56% of the participants forgot to perform a
prospective memory task when distracted and interrupted, while just 22% forgot in the
non-distracted conditions. This difference was significant with a p-value = 0.035.
Although no significant effects were indicated for total task times due to distractions
and interruptions, there was a significant time difference for a subtask that coincided
with an interruption and distraction. Finally, no effect was shown with pre-specified
measures of performer fatigue and personal distractibility traits. However, a
significant dependency was observed with respect to time of day outcomes which may
have been related to fatigue.
Findings from this research are applicable in the training of surgeons to
become more resistant to the effects of distractions and interruptions, thereby
improving patient safety.
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Effects of Realistic Distractions and Interruptions on
Simulated Surgical Task Performance

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Distractions and interruptions are common occurrences in a surgical operating
room (OR), with one recent study finding an average of one distraction or interruption
every three minutes of operating time (Healey, Sevdalis, & Vincent, 2006). Due to
human fallibilities, distractions and interruptions increase the likelihood of human
errors by diverting the attention of the operator from the task at hand or by causing
lapses in memory (Reason, 1990).
Relatively little is known about the effects of distractions and interruptions in
an OR. In aviation, which is also susceptible to human fallibilities, distractions were
involved in 64% of the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) incident reports
reviewed in a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) study of flight
crew errors (Dismukes, Young, & Sumwalt, 1998). With respect to healthcare, the
Institute of Medicine estimated there are 44,000 to 98,000 patient deaths annually due
to medical errors in the U.S. (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000). Based on the
aviation experiences, it is reasonable to infer that some of these medical errors were
due to distractions and interruptions. In 2003, the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality (AHRQ), in its report called The Effect of Health Care Working
Conditions on Patient Safety, recommended in the top level strategies to improve
patient safety that reducing distractions and interruptions “will likely reduce the
incidence of medical errors” (AHRQ, 2003, p. 3). It is interesting to note that the
AHRQ included this recommendation despite not having direct evidence of the effect
of distractions and interruptions in healthcare, other than pharmaceutical dispensing
errors (Flynn et al., 1999).
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While human factors and aviation research findings indicated adverse
effects on task performance due to distractions and interruptions, the effects of
realistic distractions and interruptions in an OR are not known. No published research
has shown adverse effects on surgical task performance in terms of errors without
confounding the distractions with other conditions. Moreover, none of the research
studies to date have attempted to evaluate the effects of realistic interruptions, which
are also prevalent in an OR environment. Thus, increased understanding about the
adverse effects of distractions and interruptions on surgical task performance offers
the potential to improve patient safety in an OR through the implementation of
interventions to minimize human errors.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this research was to determine if typical distractions
and interruptions in an OR increased the chance of human errors during surgical task
performance. Because it was not ethical to conduct a controlled experiment for the
effects of distractions and interruptions in an actual OR due to the possible adverse
impact to patients’ safety, an experimental methodology was developed using a virtual
reality simulator for the surgical procedure. If it can be shown that distractions and
interruptions have adverse impacts on surgical task performance, the experimental
methodology can be applied to determine if these adverse effects can be mitigated by
interventions. This research thus has the potential to contribute to improved patient
safety in an OR. Additionally, this research may extend to applications in other
domains for human-machine systems in which distractions and interruptions may have
an adverse effect.
According to the literature, task performers have different sensitivities to
distractions and interruptions (Beilock, Wierenga, & Carr, 2002; Boksem, Lorist, &
Meijman, 2005; Pollina, Greene, Tunick, & Puckett, 1992; Jett & George, 2003; West,
1999; Barr & Giambra, 1990; Campbell, Hasher, & Thomas, 2010; Rabbit, 1965).
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This research thus studied task performer experience levels, fatigue levels, and
personal distractibility factors to explore if these factors have an effect. Additionally,
a concurrent task management model (CTM), developed based on normative theory
(Funk, 1991), was applied as a framework to explain how task performers should
effectively respond to distractions and interruptions. These latter findings may
contribute to the training of surgeons for an OR environment to improve patient
safety. Finally, this research may generate new ideas and motivate new research
efforts about distractions and interruptions in an OR and other domains.

OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION
Chapter 2 provides the literature review with respect to distractions and
interruptions in healthcare. Vulnerabilities to and theories about distraction and
interruption effects are also summarized. Additionally, the disruptive effects of
distractions and interruptions, including task performer factors such as fatigue and
distractibility, are discussed. The chapter concludes with the research objectives of
this dissertation.
The research methodology applying a virtual reality surgical simulator is
described in Chapter 3. The main factor is the absence or presence of distractions and
interruptions. The second factor of interest is the experience level of the participants
in the experiment. The outcomes in terms of success or failure are defined for
simulated surgical task performance. A concurrent task management (CTM) model is
presented to explain the normative approach to successfully cope with distractions and
interruptions to minimize adverse effects on task performance.
The results and analysis are presented in Chapter 4, and the findings are
discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of the research in
addition to presenting recommendations for follow-on research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
After first defining the terms distraction and interruption, this chapter presents
1) related research findings with respect to healthcare, 2) a discussion of attention
types and vulnerabilities to distractions and interruptions, 3) theoretical accounts of
distraction and interruption effects, 4) disruptive effects of distractions and
interruptions on task performance, 5) task performer factors regarding distractibility,
and 6) a concurrent task management (CTM) model applying a normative approach to
resolve distractions and interruptions.

DEFINITION OF DISTRACTION AND INTERRUPTION
The terms distraction and interruption are defined since different
interpretations exist in the literature. The Oxford English Dictionary defined
distraction to be “the drawing away (of the mind or thoughts) from one point or course
to another; diversion of the mind or attention; usually in adverse sense” (“Distraction”,
1989). Interruption was defined to be “(a) breaking in upon some action, process, or
condition (esp. speech or discourse), so as to cause it (usually temporarily) to cease”
(“Interruption”, 1989).

Healey et al. (2006, p. 590) defined distraction to be “a break

in attention, evidenced by observed behavior, such as orienting away from a task or
verbal responding”. Interruption was defined to be “a break in task activity, evidenced
by observed cessation of a task” (Healey et al., 2006, p. 590). These definitions for
distraction and interruption were comparable and were used in this research.
The distinction between a distraction and an interruption is that a distraction
does not cause a break in the task activity, while an interruption causes a break in the
task activity. In other words, a distraction catches or draws the attention of the task
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performer while performing a primary task, and an interruption requires stopping or
suspending the primary task to switch to a secondary task to resolve the interruption.
Consistent with multiple resource theory, discussed in this chapter, a time-shared
situation can result with distractions in that the primary task continues while dealing
with the distraction. For interruptions, a dual-task situation involves task switching
between the primary task and the secondary interrupting task. Finally, a distraction
can evolve into an interruption if the task performer decides to suspend the primary
task to deal with the distraction.

RELATED HEALTHCARE RESEARCH
Related research for healthcare ranges from observing distractions and
interruptions in an OR to measuring the effects of specific distractions, such as music
and simultaneous cognitive tasks. In addition, one healthcare research study for
pharmaceutical prescription dispensing in the presence of distractions and
interruptions is also discussed.
Healey et al. (2006) observed 50 operations in a teaching hospital to assess
the frequency of distractions in an OR. Observations were limited to the “intraoperative” surgical phase (i.e., incision to closure). To categorize observations, ten
types of distracting and interrupting events were pre-specified and included phone
rings, irrelevant communications, extraneous staff, and malfunctioning equipment.
For these observations, the number of distracting and interrupting events averaged
13.6 per surgical case, equivalent to approximately one distraction every three
minutes. Healey, Primus, & Koutantji (2007) replicated these findings with
observations during urological procedures in an OR. Zheng, Martinec, Cassera, and
Swanström, (2008) categorized distractions for laparoscopic surgery. Thus, Healey
et al. (2006), Healey et al. (2007), and Zheng et al. (2009) demonstrated there can be a
high frequency of distractions in a typical OR.
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Wiegmann, ElBardissi, Dearani, and Sundt (2006) performed an empirical
study on disruptions that disturb the flow of the surgical process in addition to the
occurrence of surgical errors in an OR. Thirty-one cardiac operations were observed.
There were 341 events recorded as flow disruptions with 48% due to distractions and
interruptions. Separately, 148 errors were committed by the operating team,
predominantly by the operating surgeons or residents. Wiegmann et al. analyzed the
relationship of surgical errors to flow disruptions by performing a multiple regression
analysis. For the 31 operations, the number of errors per operation appeared to
correlate in an increasing linear trend with the number of distractions and interruptions
in each operation. However, the Wiegmann et al. (2006) findings were not
statistically significant for distractions and interruptions. This study also did not
associate the particular distractions with observed errors.
Additional studies (Allen & Blascovich, 1994; Hawksworth, Asbury, & Millar,
1997; Hawksworth, Sivalingam, & Adbury, 1998; Moorthy, Munz, Undres, & Darzi,
2004; Conrad et al., 2009) focused on the effects of music as a distraction in an OR.
For a sample of 50 surgeons, Allen and Blascovich (1994) found improved
performance in terms of time and accuracy of a non-surgical task (i.e., performance of
mental arithmetic) for the surgeon-selected music condition, as compared to the
experimenter-selected music condition and the control condition without music.
Unfortunately, the Allen and Blascovich experiment was highly biased in that the
surgeons in the sample all reported they enjoyed music and listened to music in the
operating OR while performing surgical procedures. Based on a survey of 104
anesthetists, Hawksworth et al. (1997) reported 26% of these anesthetists believed the
music impaired their vigilance and communications. In addition, 51% of the
anesthetists replied that music was distracting when a problem occurred during the
anesthetic procedure.
Similar to the Allen and Blascovich (1994) study with surgeons, the
Hawksworth et al. (1997) study with anesthetists was biased with the selection of
subjects. For the second article involving anesthetists, Hawksworth et al. (1998)
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found no effect due to the presence of self-selected music, silence, white noise, or
classical music, on a general manual control task performed by 12 anesthetic trainees.
As a result, the Hawksworth et al. (1998) findings contradicted the Allen and
Blascovich (1994) findings of a beneficial effect due to music on surgeons’ task
performance. Both studies were not realistic in that the tasks performed were not
surgical or anesthetic tasks.
The most scientific study on music with conclusive results was conducted by
Moorthy et al. (2004). For three noise conditions: quiet, noise at 80 to 85 dB, and
music, Moorthy et al. studied twelve surgeons who performed three sutures in a
laparoscopic trainer box. No statistical effects were found with respect to task time,
number of movements, accuracy, and quality for the three controlled experimental
conditions. Thus, Moorthy et al. (2004) concluded there were no adverse effects due
to noise levels and music in an OR.
The most recently published research on the effects of music in an OR was a
study performed by Conrad et al. (2009). Eight experienced surgeons completed tasks
on a laparoscopic simulator under four conditions: silence, dichaotic music (i.e.,
heavy metal music to one ear and German folk music to the other ear), cognitive
loading (mental arithmetic problems), and classical music. While Conrad et al. (2009)
recorded some trends, no statistics or p-values were reported, and thus their results
were not conclusive.
In summary, these findings with respect to music in an OR were contradictory
with varied results, possibly due to the biased and subjective studies conducted with
either surgeons or anesthetists. Nonetheless, the results indicated there were no
substantially adverse effects due to music being played in an OR.
Goodell, Cao, and Schwaitzberg (2006) conducted an experiment under
laboratory conditions using a laparoscopic virtual reality simulator to determine the
effects of cognitive distractions while performing basic surgical tasks. A virtual
reality simulator uses a mechanical control apparatus to physically manipulate surgical
instruments with scissor-like grip handles for laparoscopic surgical procedures. The
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ends of the surgical instruments inside the patient’s anatomy are simulated by
computer software and displayed on the flat panel monitor to indicate position and
motion of the instruments to perform surgical tasks on computer-generated human
anatomy. In the Goodell et al. study, thirteen surgical residents and medical students
performed six surgical tasks on a virtual reality training simulator under undistracted
and distracted conditions. For the distracted condition, the subjects continually
performed mental arithmetic computations while simultaneously performing surgical
tasks on the simulator. This study indicated that task completion time was statistically
significantly greater (30 to 40%) when the subjects were distracted. Comparisons of
economy of motion (i.e., measure of efficient moves without wasted motions or
excessive pauses) indicated a detrimental change of 15 to 25% change with
distractions, but this change was not statistically significant. Most importantly, there
was no effect of distraction on the number of surgical task errors per surgical task.
While the Goodell et al. (2006) study was advanced in applying a virtual
reality simulator, the surgical tasks simulated were very simple, such as manipulating
instruments and tying knots in sutures. Consequently, the cognitive load was not very
demanding or comparable to that experienced in a complete surgical procedure in an
OR. Furthermore, the distracted conditions, while having the potential to be more
generalizable, were not representative of typical distractions in an OR.
Similar to the Goodell et al. (2006) approach, Hsu, Man, Gizicki, Feldman,
and Fried (2008) used a secondary cognitive task of mental arithmetic as the
controlled distraction but with a laparoscopic training mechanical box for the primary
surgical tasks. A laparoscopic training mechanical box consists of an opaque
enclosure with two portals for the surgical instruments. A video camera positioned
inside the box displays internal manipulations of physical objects on an external
monitor. For the Hsu et al. study, the surgical tasks were relatively simple:
transferring rings from posts on a pegboard to posts on another pegboard inside the
training box. Performance measurements consisted of elapsed time with penalties
included for dropped rings. A total of 31 novice performers (medical students and
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1st or 2nd year residents) and 9 experienced performers (research fellows and 4th or
5th year residents) participated in the Hsu et al. study. After first establishing a
baseline for peg transfer performance, the participants performed peg transfer trials
while simultaneously solving mathematical problems as the cognitive distractions.
While the average performance scores for the pegboard exercises dropped 1% for the
experienced surgeons under the distracted conditions, the difference was not
statistically significant. Contrary to expectations, the average performance scores for
the pegboard exercises actually increased 1% for the novice surgeons, but again this
difference was not statistically significant. Overall, no statistically significant effects
in average performance scores for the pegboard exercises were observed due to
distractions for both populations.
The Hsu et al. (2008) results were interesting in that performance for the
secondary task of mental arithmetic did not significantly decline for the experienced
surgeons, while there was a significant decline in mental arithmetic performance for
the novice surgeons. The latter was very noteworthy in that it suggests that the
experienced surgeons had developed automatic processing skills for the primary
surgical tasks and consequently had more cognitive capacity to solve the mathematical
problems in the secondary distracting task. The novice surgeons apparently needed to
attend more to the primary surgical tasks at the expense of degraded performance for
the secondary distracting task.
Recently, Pluyter, Buzink, Rutkowski, and Jakimowicz (2009) attempted to
model more realistic distractions using a virtual reality laparoscopic simulator with a
clip and cut surgical task. The social distraction consisted of a recorded audio tape of
two popular songs that were periodically played simultaneously with a “case-relevant”
communication. In addition, a technical distraction was imposed in which the camera
was positioned by an assistant at an unfavorable angle with respect to the cystic duct
and artery (i.e., the duct and artery were on the same horizontal level). Twelve
medical interns completed the within-subjects test with the non-distracted case always
first in order before the non-distracted scenario. Pluyter et al. (2009) measured
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surgeon’s stress by monitoring blood pressures and heart rates in addition to
surgeon’s irritation levels with a self-assessed questionnaire. The results indicated a
decline in surgical task performance in terms of an undefined task score number of
task errors for the distracted versus non-distracted conditions. Differences in total task
times, stress levels, and perceived irritation levels were not statistically significant.
The Pluyter et al. (2009) study was very controlled with respect to the
distractions by recording the songs and conversations. However, the effect of the
social distraction was confounded with non-optimal camera angles. Furthermore, the
order of non-distracted and distracted conditions was not counterbalanced. Thus, the
observed effects due to the recorded distractions and non-optimal camera angles may
have been due to another effect, such as fatigue. While the Pluyter et al. results were
significant, there was minimal scientific basis to conclude the adverse effects on task
performance were due solely to distractions.
In an interesting article with respect to distractions and training, Szafranski,
Kahol, Ghaemmaghami, Smith, and Ferrara (2009) demonstrated that training in
noiseless environments did not prepare surgeons for OR environments with
distractions. The device used in this study was a virtual ring transfer task during
which the participant moved rings and placed them on pegs that were randomly
highlighted. A cognitive error was recorded for each attempt of placing a ring on an
incorrect peg. Seven medical interns were trained during eight sessions on different
days in relatively noise-free environments. The participants were then subjected to
ambient noise recorded from an OR plus three types of distractions in the ninth
session. The distractions consisted of auditory (subject being verbally paged by
recording), vibratory (a remote pager), and visual (flashing lights on the computer
screen). Each of the three types of distractions randomly occurred three times during
the ninth session. After being trained in noise-free conditions, the participants
indicated significant decline in performance measured by the number of cognitive
errors (97% more errors) and total time (125% more time). Additionally, economy of
motion was also significantly and adversely impacted. The auditory type of
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distraction was shown to have significantly more cognitive errors than the visual
and vibratory distractions. Because of the order effect with the distracted session
always being last, there may have been a fatigue or boredom confounding effect with
this study. Unfortunately, it was not stated if the trainees reached a plateau in
performance after eight sessions on noise-free training or if the eighth session was
always comparable or improved relative to the seventh session. In a second
experiment, Szafranski et al. (2009) showed that medical interns trained in a noisy
environment performed significantly better than interns trained in a noise-free
environment when both groups were subjected to distractions.
While not in an OR environment, one healthcare study on pharmaceutical
prescription dispensing tasks indicated a significant and adverse effect due to the
presence of distractions and interruptions (Flynn et al., 1999). This study observed 14
pharmacists and 10 technicians for a 23 day period while the participants performed
real-life prescription dispensing in an actual job environment. During the time period
for data collection, an observer recorded the number of distractions and interruptions
as well as the number of prescription dispensing errors. Flynn et al. (1999) showed
that the prescription dispensing error rate of 6.6% during the presence of on-the-job
distractions and interruptions doubled as compared to 3.2% observed for the total
period. This difference was statistically significant for a 1/2 hour time period.
In summary, the first three articles (Healey et al., 2006; Healey et al., 2007;
Wiegmann et al., 2006) indicated that there is a high frequency of distractions and
interruptions in an OR. Four articles addressing the effects of music in an OR (Allen
& Blascovich, 1994; Hawksworth et al., 1997; Hawksworth et al., 1998; Moorthy et
al., 2004) may be biased due to subject selection. The fifth article on music in an OR
(Conrad et al., 2009) was not conclusive on a scientific basis. Nonetheless, these four
articles essentially indicated there was no substantially adverse effect due to music
being played in an OR. Two articles (Goodell et al., 2006; Hsu et al., 2008) attempted
to show adverse effects of distractions on simulated surgical tasks using a laparoscopic
virtual reality simulator and a training mechanical box, respectively. However, the
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simulated surgical tasks were very simple and the mental arithmetic distractions,
although potentially more generalizable, were not realistic. The Pluyter et al. (2009)
study with a surgical simulator confounded distractions with a disadvantageous
camera viewing angle. With the exception of the Flynn et al. (1999) study on
dispensing errors for pharmaceutical prescriptions, none of the articles showed
significant effects in human errors due to distractions in an OR without confounding
effects. In addition, none of the articles included realistic interruptions during surgical
procedures in an OR.
Based on these studies, one new research opportunity was to extend the
research with virtual reality simulators to include a more complete surgical procedure
as well as typical distractions observed in an OR. Typical interruptions during the
surgical procedures needed also to be addressed. The Hsu et al. (2008) findings
indicated testing different experience levels of surgeons may produce different
outcomes with respect to distractions and interruptions. Research on the effects of
experience levels were thus recommended by Hsu et al. (2008).

ATTENTION TYPES AND VULNERABILITIES TO DISTRACTIONS AND
INTERRUPTIONS
While subject to different interpretations, attention is defined to be the
allocation of mental resources to different external stimuli, cognitive functions, and
mental or physical tasks (Wickens & Hollands, 2000; Galotti, 2006). The three main
types of attention (selective attention, focused attention, and divided attention) are
described in the following sections with emphasis on what is likely to be vulnerable to
distractions and interruptions.
Selective Attention
Selective attention is choosing which external stimuli to process with sensory
resources as defined in the human stage model for information processing (Wickens &
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Hollands, 2000). Galotti (2006) defined selective attention to be focusing on
sources of information, external events, and tasks while ignoring all other stimuli.
Selective attention can be resistant to distractions if the attention is optimally
allocated to the proper source of information for the particular task, based on priorities
of task importance, urgency, and status (Funk, 1991). However, priorities for different
tasks often change in a dynamic environment, and selective attention may not adjust
on a timely basis. In addition, performers may not select the optimal sources of
information. Thus, selective attention is vulnerable to distractions, especially if the
distraction occurs at an inopportune time relative to overall priorities of the intended
tasks. Task performers can dwell too long on a distraction. In the extreme case of
cognitive tunneling, attention can be too selective. For example, fixation by the flight
crew on the faulty indicator light for the landing gear position during Eastern Airline’s
Flight 401 in 1972 was a key contributor to the cause of the jet crashing into the
Florida Everglades (Wickens & Hollands, 2000).
Finally, empirical data provided evidence that sensory information, which was
not selected to be attended, may still be perceived (Galotti, 2006). A popular example
of this “leakage” is the “cocktail party effect”: a person’s name was stated and that
person still perceived it even though the person was selectively attending to another
conversation (Galotti, 2006). Thus, selective attention is not impervious to
distractions.
Focused Attention
Galotti (2006) included focused attention within selective attention. However,
focused attention is separated from selective attention in this research as a different
type of attention to be consistent with the Wickens and Hollands (2000) types of
attention. Wickens and Hollands made the distinction to describe focused attention as
the ability to remain attentive on the selected stimuli. Nevertheless, focused attention
is vulnerable to distractions in that the task performer may be attracted by non-relevant
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sources of information and not be capable of ignoring or shutting out the nonrelevant channels.
Salient or intensive distractions can capture one’s focused attention (Colvin,
Funk, & Braune, 2005). An extreme situation for attention capture is an unexpected or
surprising distraction which causes a startle response or reflex reaction (Kahneman,
1973; Palmer, 1980).
A more subtle and internal distraction, such as a random or persistent thought,
can disrupt focused attention (Smallwood and Schooler, 2006). Additionally, internal
thoughts directed at controlling performance can also become self-imposed
distractions which may lead to “choking” or “performing more poorly than expected
given one’s level of skill” (Beilock & Carr, 2001; Beilock, Wierenga, & Carr, 2002).
Internal distractions or thoughts may contribute to very adverse significant effects
during task performance. However, internal distractions or thoughts were excluded
from the scope of this research due to the introspective nature and inherent difficulty
in observing or measuring these internal distractions or thoughts.
Despite the vulnerability of focused attention to distractions, focused attention
is the type of attention most resistant to distractions. Focusing attention is often
instructed and applied in sports psychology to shut out distractions and non-relevant
external cues or internal thoughts (Taylor & Wilson, 2005).
Divided Attention
Divided attention is allocating attentional resources to multiple sources
(Wickens & Hollands, 2000; Galotti, 2006). Divided attention can be intentional or
unintentional. It is intentional when task performers perform dual tasks or time-share
between multiple tasks. It is unintentional if an undesired stimulus or event, such as a
distraction, interferes with or prevents focused attention thereby leading to divided
attention.
Divided attention is particularly vulnerable to distractions and interruptions for
dual-task situations. Switching between two tasks was often challenging for task
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performers and costly in terms of task performance outcomes (Lien, Ruthruff, &
Johnson, 2006; Monsell, 2003; Sohn & Anderson, 2001). There were vulnerabilities
when switching between dual tasks or changing attention from a primary task to a
distraction due to lost awareness, place-keeping errors, and prospective memory lapses
(Reason, 1990). Working memory interference may have occurred when there were
similarities between the intended task and the interrupting task (Gillie & Broadbent,
1989). Finally for dual-task situations, task performers developed skills through
practice to the extent these skills become automated and require little attentional
checking (Wickens & Hollands, 2000; Galotti, 2006). Thus, task performers can learn
to perform two tasks simultaneously if one task is automatic while the other task
requires attentional control. The latter is a benefit of automated processing with
respect to human performance, and thus automated processing may be more resistant
to distractions. However, there is a competing effect to automated processing with
respect to distractions that Reason (1990) called a “double-capture slip” to be
presented in the next section.
With divided attention due to distractions, there may be monitoring failures or
omission errors due to inattention These human errors result from the failure to
perform attentional checks to controlled or automated tasks at the appropriate times
(Reason, 1990). Conversely, over-attention may occur in terms of making attentional
checks at inappropriate steps in an automated process following a distraction due to
lost awareness in the automated process. As a result, slips of action or mistakes occur
(Reason, 1990). Inattentional and over-attentional errors are particularly susceptible
to disruption by distractions if there are no external memory cues for attentional
checks or task status. More details about divided attention affecting task performance
are provided in Reason’s failure modes in the next section.
Finally, divided attention is particularly vulnerable to distractions and
interruptions with respect to maintaining situational awareness. Situational awareness
is defined to be “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of
time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status
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in the near future” (Endsley, 1995, p. 36). Due to divided attention and the
presence of distractions and interruptions, important cues to maintain accurate
situational awareness may not be perceived due to diverted attention; key elements of
situational awareness may be forgotten due to added working memory loads; and
cognitive capacities may not be sufficient to accurately integrate cues for projection of
future states (Adams, Tenney, & Pew, 1995; Adams & Pew, 1990; Gaba & Howard,
1995). Additionally, Adams, et al. (1995) indicated that task performers with more
expertise can better integrate elements for situational awareness and manage a
prospective list of tasks due to automatic processing. Accordingly, more experienced
surgeons may be more resistant to the adverse effects of distractions and interruptions
with respect to maintaining situational awareness.

THEORETICAL ACCOUNTS OF DISTRACTION AND INTERRUPTION
EFFECTS
The above descriptions of the three types of attention include various
theoretical accounts of distraction and interruption effects. In this section, four
broader theories or models are discussed with respect to the effects of distractions and
interruptions: 1) Reason’s (1990) failure modes for human error, 2) Wickens and
Hollands’ (2000) multiple resource model, 3) Baron’s (1986) distraction-conflict
theory, and 4) Funk’s (1991) concurrent task management normative theory.
Reason’s (1990) Failure Modes for Human Error
If a task performer’s attention is captured by a distraction, the likelihood of
human error increases due to the task performer failing to attend to the intended task at
appropriate times. Consequently, a human error called a “slip of action” (i.e., omitting
an appropriate action or committing an erroneous action) may occur (Reason, 1990).
The timing of the distraction may also coincide with an external cue which signals a
prospective memory task (i.e., remembering to perform an intended action), and thus
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the external cue is missed. Reason refers to the latter human error as a “lapse” in
memory.
An important factor with respect to human error is the degree of attentional
control needed to control and monitor tasks. With extensive practice and experience,
performing a task often becomes automatic or routine. As a result, conscious attention
is not always needed to effectively perform an automatic task, and more attentional
resources are then available to cope with distractions. Therefore, automatic tasks may
be more resistant to distractions. However, there is a competing effect with the
automatic processing of tasks with respect to distractions. Reason (1990) described
this downside effect as a “double-capture slip” of action. A double-capture slip of
action occurs when the attention for the intended task is “captured” by a distraction,
while the psychomotor action is “captured” by an automatic process or routine. In this
situation, the automatic process may continue with its normal routine and result in an
unintended action. For example, if one usually takes sugar in her or his coffee but is
making unsweetened coffee for another person, one needs to pay attention to not add
sugar. If a distraction occurs at the point in time when sugar is routinely added, the
coffee maker may miss the attentional check to not add sugar and thus add sugar out
of habit.
A double-capture slip of action is normally associated with a change to an
automatic or routine process, but it also applies when a conscious attentional check is
periodically needed on the task status of an automatic process. An example of the
latter occurs if a person is cooking and stirring a sauce to the point of simmering
before boiling; if distracted, the person may continue to stir the sauce but not perceive
that it is boiling.
Multiple Resource Model
The multiple resource model or theory accounts for distraction effects when a
dual-task situation exists to perform the intended task (primary task) while dealing
with the distraction or interruption (secondary task). The multiple resource model
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states there is more than one mental resource responsible for different information
processing stages in tasks (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). (Note that Wickens and
Hollands give credit to Navon & Gopher’s (1979) multiple resource model.) Since
multiple resources are available, dual tasks can be performed simultaneously and
effectively without task switching, provided there are no conflicts in the resources for
information processing stages (perception, working memory, and responding); for
perception modalities (auditory and visual); for processing codes (verbal and spatial);
and for responses (vocal and manual) (Wickens & Hollands, 2000).
Dual-task studies have shown that people can effectively drive a car without
being distracted by simultaneously listening to a radio under normal driving conditions
(Strayer & Johnston, 2001). The multiple resource model accounts for this because
the perception resources are being deployed in two different modalities (auditory and
visual) and the processing codes are verbal and spatial. However, it is normally
difficult for a person to read a book and listen to a conversation or the radio (Wickens
& Hollands, 2000). In the latter scenario, the person is employing different perception
modalities (auditory and visual) but the processing codes are both verbal and may rely
on the same mental resources. Because of mental resource capacity limitations, trivial
conversations may be perceived effectively while listening to a radio, but for more
complex conversations, the radio is generally turned down to avoid interference and
confusion. Similarly, when challenged with driving under heavy traffic conditions in
bad weather, drivers may turn off the radio in order to devote more mental resources
to visual processing.
Wickens and Hollands (2000) include the mental resources for perception and
working memory stages together, but separate from the stages for selection and
execution of responses. The implication of perception and working memory using the
same mental resources is very important for the effects of distractions. For example, if
a task performer is attending and perceiving a distraction, the distraction may interfere
with working memory encoding functions. Wickens and Hollands acknowledge that
bottleneck theories also apply with respect to resource capacities (Pashler, Carrier, &
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Hoffman, 1993; Levy & Pashler, 2001). Although the selection and execution of
responses deploy different mental resources than perception and working memory,
selection and execution of responses can become a bottleneck and starve resources for
perception and working memory. For example, perceiving a distraction can be very
disruptive when attempting to solve complex problems using resources for selection
and execution of responses. In this case, the task performer may desire to devote all
mental resources to one stage of information processing, but the distraction may
provide interference or disruption.
Distraction-Conflict Theory
Based on distraction-conflict theory, Baron (1986) provided convincing
empirical data that a task performer performed a simple task better in the presence of
another person due to the social context of the interaction. The name of distractionconflict was derived from the task performer being distracted by the person present
with a resultant conflict in the task performer’s attention between the task at hand and
the person present. Improvement in performance was caused by increased personal
drive by the task performer, since the task performer was motivated by the evaluation
by the person present. For the distraction-conflict theory, prerequisites for the task
performer included 1) the distraction being of interest or difficult to ignore, 2) time
pressure to complete the task accurately, and 3) impracticality to attend concurrently
to the task and the distraction. The task must be relatively simple, not complex, and
the person should be passive, not intense. The distraction-conflict theory accounted
for empirical data which indicated distractions improved performance of simple tasks
but significantly impaired performance of complex tasks (Sanders & Baron, 1975).
Similar to Baron’s (1986) distraction-conflict theory, Mintzberg (1973)
emphasized the positive aspects of distractions and interruptions within an
organization. Mintzberg indicated that interruptions were common occurrences for
managers, and that managers even welcomed or invited interruptions to break the
monotony of their work activities. Additionally, managers often gained important
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information from interruptions, more so than from formal progress reports.
Interruptions also enabled early resolution of disturbances, defined to be conflicts
within or potential losses to the organization, by raising these issues to management’s
attention prior to becoming crises. Interestingly, Tengblad (2006) updated
Mintzberg’s (1973) original study thirty years later to assess present day management
styles. It was somewhat surprising that the only findings from Mintzberg’s original
study that could not be corroborated by Tengblad were the common occurrences of
interruptions and the welcoming of interruptions by managers. One possible reason
for the latter was that Tengblad’s study involved Chief Executive Officers (CEOs)
who employed executive secretaries to screen telephone calls and e-mails. In a
separate and recent study on management, Schwartz (2007) contradicted Tengblad’s
(2006) surveys by claiming that interruptions for executives were “relentless”. Both
Schwartz’s (2007) and Tengblad’s (2006) studies were based on samples of empirical
data, which may have been biased.
In a recent study, Jett and George (2003) provided an integrated perspective of
relevant research on the effects of distractions and interruptions within an
organization. Jett and George found the effects, both negative and positive, to be
different for distractions and interruptions. Distractions may impair task performance
when the tasks were difficult, thereby requiring increased working memory load, or
when the task performers could not filter out distractions with selective or focused
attention. On the other hand, distractions may improve task performance due to
increased arousal when the tasks were routine or when the distraction (e.g.,
background music) masked irritating stimuli. The positive effect for routine or simple
tasks reinforced Baron’s (1986) findings. Interruptions may have negative effects
since the interruptions led to time pressures by taking away task time from the
performer being interrupted. As a result, interruptions may increase stress or anxiety
for the task performer. Conversely, interruptions may be positive within an
organization by promoting information sharing, which may be one reason why
managers welcome interruptions according to Mintzberg (1973).
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Fisher (1998) studied the effects of interruptions on boredom within a work
environment. Boredom was defined to be “an unpleasant, transient affective state in
which the individual feels a pervasive lack of interest in and difficulty concentrating
on the current activity” (Fisher, 1993, p. 396). Performing repetitive and uninteresting
tasks contributed to boredom, and returning to those tasks after interruptions took
forced effort to refocus attention to those tasks. Fisher (1998) found that external
interruptions reduced boredom on simple tasks that required little attention. However,
interruptions had no effect on simple tasks that required significant attentional control,
as well as complex tasks irrespective of their attentional needs. Fisher (1998)
attributed the cause for the improved performance for simple tasks to increased
physiological arousal.
Somewhat related to boredom, Oldham, Cummings, Mischel, Schmidtke, and
Zhou (1999) found that distractions and interruptions produced positive effects with
respect to task performance for tedious tasks. Zijlstra, Roe, Leonora, and Krediet
(1999) indicated that participants developed ways to deal with the interruptions, while
still producing high quality output. Nevertheless, the interruptions had a negative
effect with respect to stress and time pressure while performing tedious tasks (Zijlstra
et al., 1999). Finally, distractions including “small talk” relieved stress in an OR and
promoted a more cohesive team environment (Hsu et al., 2008).
In general, the studies discussed in this section presented the positive aspects
of distractions within an organization and workplace. This past research was directly
relevant since the surgical team is an organization and an OR is a workplace.
Concurrent Task Management Normative Theory
In the aviation domain, concurrent task management (CTM) has been shown to
be relevant for dual or multiple task situations. Thus, CTM was used as a framework
to understand effects of distractions and interruptions with respect to human errors in
this research. Funk’s (1991) CTM normative theory indicated that active tasks should
be prioritized according to importance, urgency, and status of the task. After creating
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an initial agenda of tasks and assessing the situation, active tasks are assessed with
respect to status and terminated when completed or no longer necessary for the
mission goal. Task resource requirements are assessed and active tasks are
reprioritized. Responses to distractions and interruptions are treated as new tasks to be
added to the agenda, according to their criticality to attaining the mission goal.
Resources are allocated to tasks in order of priority of initiating new high-priority
tasks, interrupting low-priority tasks if necessary, and resuming interrupted tasks when
possible. Funk’s CTM normative theory thus provided a functional framework to
analyze the task performer’s handling of distractions and interruptions. Adams et al.
(1995) applied a framework similar to CTM to partially explain some effects of
distractions and interruptions.
Colvin et al. (2005) conducted research with eight pilots and a flight simulator
to determine what factors contributed to effective task prioritization as part of CTM.
Three factors were shown to be significant for effectively setting the task priorities
with CTM: procedural consistency, importance of task, and cue saliency. However,
salient interruptions that easily attract attention should be carefully evaluated for task
priority according to importance and not simply on the basis of saliency (Colvin et al.,
2005).
Bishara and Funk (2002) developed and evaluated methods to train pilots to
prioritize tasks more effectively in CTM. Two types of training were developed. The
first training was descriptive training during which pilots were introduced to CTM,
including how to use CTM to manage interruptions and how to avoid prioritization
errors. Prescriptive training was the second type of training in which the descriptive
training was supplemented with a mnemonic called APE (Assess, Prioritize, Execute)
to be used as a memory aid. Twelve general aviation pilots were randomly assigned to
a control group, a descriptively trained group, or a prescriptively trained group. All
three groups flew two simulated missions, each with 19 CTM challenges. The control
group did not receive training between these two simulated flights, but the two trained
groups received the described CTM training after the first simulated flight.
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Experimental results indicated that both CTM trained groups significantly improved
with respect to prioritization error rates, but the control group’s performance remained
the same for prioritization error rates.
While the Bishara and Funk (2002) article demonstrated the benefits of
applying CTM, there was one self-identified shortcoming in that the control group had
very low prioritization error rates for both simulated flights. In fact, the starting point
for the control group was even lower than the prioritization error rates for the post-test
results for both trained groups. This shortcoming was assumed to be caused by the
control group having the most experienced pilots by chance. To resolve this
shortcoming, Hoover and Russ-Eft (2005) repeated the experiment with more
sophisticated CTM training and a different group of 27 pilots (results also published in
Hoover and Funk, 2005). For this experiment, there was only one trained pilot group
that received CTM training after the first simulated flight. The CTM training
included a mnemonic often used in the aviation industry called ANC (Aviate,
Navigate, Communicate) to aid in setting priorities. The Hoover and Russ-Eft
experimental results clearly showed a significant improvement in prioritization error
rates for the trained group versus the control group. Further, both the trained and
control group had equivalent starting prioritization error rates for the first simulated
flight. The studies by Bishara and Funk (2002) and Hoover and Russ-Eft (2005)
demonstrated the potential improvements in task prioritization that may also be
obtained by training surgeons with CTM methods to mitigate the effects of
interruptions in an OR.

DISRUPTIVE EFFECTS OF DISTRACTIONS AND INTERRUPTIONS ON TASK
PERFORMANCE

The effects of distractions and interruptions on task performance are
summarized in this section according to: 1) saliencies of distraction, 2) similarities
and complexities of interrupting tasks, and 3) timing of interruptions.
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Saliencies of Distractions
Distractions if salient or intensive can capture one’s attention, particularly if
the stimuli of interest have low discriminability (Colvin, et al., 2005). An extreme
situation for attention capture is an unexpected or surprising distraction causing a
startle response or reflex (Kahneman, 1973; Palmer, 1980). A sudden orientation
reaction or startle response to a distraction could result in physical movement that
could cause unintended actions and resultant errors, particularly for tasks requiring
precise movements (e.g., surgical procedures).
Similarities and Complexities of Interrupting Tasks
In one of the most cited articles about interruptions, Gillie and Broadbent
(1989) described what causes an interruption to be disruptive. The two authors
analyzed the effects of time length for the interruption, similarity of the interrupting
task to the primary (i.e., intended) task, and interrupting task complexity. Their
experiments used a computer game to search for targeted items as the primary task.
The subjects memorized the list of targeted items, decided on the locations to search,
and directed the computer to move to the selected locations. The dependent variable
was the task time, not including the time for interruption. The total number of targeted
items was five or seven, with two or three tasks to be recalled following the
interruption. Time length of the interrupting task varied from 0.5 to 2.75 minutes. To
analyze the similarity factors for the primary and interrupting tasks, the similar
interrupting task required memorizing another list of items. The dissimilar
interrupting task was mental arithmetic. For the factor of interrupting task complexity,
the interrupting tasks changed from computations with numbers to computations with
letters encoded to be numbers (e.g., if A=3, B=4, C=5, etc.).
The results of the Gillie and Broadbent (1989) experiments indicated no effect
due to changing the time length of the interruption. However, significantly disruptive
effects were observed separately for both similarity and complexity of the interrupting
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tasks. An interrupting task that was similar to the primary task competed for the
same memory resources and thus confused the task performer. A complex, albeit
dissimilar, interrupting task took cognitive resources away from the primary task. The
Gillie and Broadbent findings suggested that interruptions which were similar to the
surgical task (e.g., questions asked about a previous surgical case) or complex (e.g.,
questions asked about details in a surgical procedure) should have more disruptive
effects in an OR.
Speier, Valacich, and Vessey (1999) extended the Gillie and Broadbent (1989)
research to include the effect of interruptions on decision making. Speier et al.
conducted two laboratory experiments which required subjects to make production
allocation decisions to solve either simple or complex problems. Interruptions were
computer messages which asked the subjects extraneous questions and were similar or
dissimilar to the primary problem-solving task. Quality of the decisions was measured
in terms of percentage of optimal solution.
Interestingly, Speier et al. (1999) found that interruptions improved the quality
of decisions for simple primary tasks, due to increased alertness while doing mundane
primary tasks. On the contrary, decision quality declined for complex primary tasks,
since there was not enough cognitive capacity to deal with both the primary and
interrupting tasks. Contrary to the Gillie and Broadbent (1989) findings, dissimilar
content between the primary and interrupting tasks disrupted primary task
performance more than similar content.
The Speier et al. (1999) findings provided significant insight with respect to
the effects of interruptions on decision making in an OR. The need for decision
making varies considerably over the course of a surgical procedure. There are
mundane periods, such as suture placement, which require little decision making. In
turn, there are critical periods involving intense decision making for the diagnosis of
complicated medical conditions. The Speier et al. findings indicated timing of the
interruptions was important, as to whether the interruptions occurred during mundane
or intense decision making periods in an OR.
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Research by Edwards and Gronlund (1998) supplemented that performed by
Gillie and Broadbent (1989) with respect to primary and interrupted task similarity.
The Edwards and Gronlund study focused on memory, rather than task processing in
the Gillie and Broadbent study. Accordingly, the memory load was greater for the
Edwards and Gronlund study in that five items had to be recalled after the interruption,
versus two or three items to be recalled in the Gillie and Broadbent study. The
experimental approach was similar in both studies in that targeted items were
memorized and then located on a computer map. Edwards and Gronlund’s findings
confirmed Gillie and Broadbent’s findings, in that similar interrupting tasks were more
disruptive to the primary task than dissimilar interrupting tasks.
Czerwinski, Chrisman, and Schumacher (1991) replicated the disruptive
effects of similarity of primary and secondary tasks as shown by Gillie and Broadbent
(1989) and Edwards and Gronlund (1998). In the Czerwinski et al. study for NASA,
subjects monitored information from space stations for four minutes as the primary
task, prior to being interrupted with either a similar or dissimilar task. (The
interrupting task was not specified in the article.) The results indicated it was easier to
recall primary task states for dissimilar rather than similar interrupting tasks.
Three studies (Gillie & Broadbent, 1989; Czerwinski et al., 1991; Edwards &
Gronlund, 1998) confirmed that similar interrupting tasks were more disruptive than
dissimilar tasks. In addition, similar interrupting tasks increased the likelihood that
prospective memory items for the primary task would be forgotten after the
interruption. The Speier et al. (1999) findings for task similarity were thus
questioned, unless there was a difference in the effects of interrupting task similarity
for decision making addressed in the Speier et al. study versus memory load in the
other three studies (Gillie & Broadbent, 1989; Czerwinski et al., 1991; Edwards &
Gronlund, 1998).
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Timing of Distractions and Interruptions
Botvinick and Bylsma (2005) studied the timing effects of when interruptions
occurred during the primary task. These two authors hypothesized that slips of action
are more likely if the timing of the interruption coincided with a decision point in the
primary task. This hypothesis was consistent with Reason’s (1990) belief that
attentional checks were important at decision points to avoid “double-capture” slips.
Botvinick and Bylsma conducted an experiment with 22 subjects making 50 cups of
coffee, each to a special order, as the primary task. The subjects were either
interrupted in the middle of the primary task at a decision point or near the end of the
primary task after a decision point. The interrupting task was to make change for
money and thus involved simple arithmetic. Botvinick and Bylsma found that more
errors occurred at decision points following interruptions at the middle of the primary
task than near the end of the task. Their finding was important for this research
performed on interruptions in an OR. In order to design an experiment with the most
error-likely conditions in an OR, the timing of the interruptions needed to occur at
critical decision points in the surgical procedure.

TASK PERFORMER FACTORS REGARDING DISTRACTIBILITY
Task performer factors with respect to distractibility include 1) experience
levels, 2) fatigue levels, 3) personal distractibility traits, 4) personal temperaments or
moods, and 5) ages.
Experience Levels
With respect to individual characteristics for the task performers, one significant
factor for the effects of distractions and interruptions was shown to be experience
level. With increased practice, more experienced task performers developed their
skills to be more automatic, thereby requiring less conscious attention and working
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memory loads (Rasmussen, 1983). Additionally, more experienced task performers
were more automatic with respect to maintaining situational awareness and managing
a prospective agenda of tasks due to automatic processing (Adams et al., 1995). With
respect to psychomotor skills, experts were shown to develop automated and highly
proceduralized actions as a result of extensive practice (Beilock et al., 2002). Once
engrained and automated, minimal to no attentional checks were needed to control the
proceduralized actions, thereby freeing up attentional resources to deal with
distractions and interruptions. On the other end of the spectrum, novice performers
were shown to have less generic and proceduralized knowledge (Rasmussen, 1983;
Beilock et al., 2002). Thus, novice performers needed to rely on declarative
knowledge that was developed and maintained in working memory when the task was
executed. As a result, novices had little attentional and working memory resources
available for distractions and interruptions. Thus, more experienced task performers
should be more resistant to the adverse effects of distractions and interruptions.
However, there was a competing effect with automation in that task performers were
more vulnerable to double-capture slips (Reason, 1990). Another competing effect for
experience levels included novice task performers being stressed more than
experienced task performers. As a result, stress-induced attentional narrowing may
have occurred, which in turn may have enabled the novice task performers to more
effectively screen out distractions and thus be more resistant to adverse effects
(Wickens & Hollands, 2000).
Fatigue Levels
Another individual characteristic for task performers was their level of fatigue
at the time of performing the task. Several definitions exist for fatigue in the literature
(Pigeon, Sateia, & Ferguson, 2003). For the purpose of this research, the definition
provided in the on-line Oxford English Dictionary was used to define fatigue to be
“weariness resulting from either bodily or mental exertion” (“Fatigue”, 1989). Task
performer’s mental fatigue was shown to be an important factor with respect to the
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effects of distractions (Boksem, Lorist, & Meijman, 2005). Boksem et al. (2005, p.
107) referred to mental fatigue as “effects that people may experience after or during
prolonged periods of cognitive activity”. Although focused on the mental state,
Boksem et al.’s interpretation of fatigue was consistent with the Oxford English
Dictionary definition. People who were fatigued had more difficulty concentrating
and focusing attention on tasks and dual-task switching, and thus were more readily
distracted (Boksem et al., 2005).
Personal Distractibility Traits
Task performers may have different sensitivities with respect to distractions
and interruptions due to their different personal traits. Forster and Lavie (2007)
demonstrated the validity of applying Broadbent, Cooper, FitzGerald, and Parkes’s
(1982) Cognitive Failures Questionnaire to measure individual differences with
respect to distractibility. In the Forster and Lavie study, 61 subjects were distracted
under conditions of low and high perceptual load. Additionally, Cognitive Failure
Questionnaire scores were collected with a self-assessment by each subject. Forster
and Lavie (2007) determined that high levels of distraction, inferred from high
reaction times, correlated with high Cognitive Failures Questionnaire scores.
Separately, Pollina, Greene, Tunick, and Puckett (1992) performed a principal
components analysis of Cognitive Failures Questionnaire responses for 387 college
students. This analysis indicated that the self-reported cognitive failures could be
decomposed into five factors called 1) distractibility, 2) misdirected actions,
3) spatial/kinesthetic memory, 4) memory for names, and 5) interpersonal intelligence.
Together, these five factors accounted for 49% of the total variance in cognitive
failure responses, with the factor to be called distractibility accounting for the majority
of that difference or 27% of the total variance. Based on the principal components
analysis, the 25 questions in the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire were broken down
into questions correlated with each of the five factors. The distractibility factor was
associated with 8 questions. The second factor called misdirected actions, which
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could also be related to distractions and interruptions, had the second highest
association with 7 questions accounting for 7% of the total variance. Consequently,
the 8 questions for the distractibility factor and 7 questions for the misdirected actions
comprised the 15 questions shown in Table 2.1. These 15 questions formed the basis
for participants to self-assess their individual susceptibility to distractions.
Personal Temperaments or Moods
Jett and George (2003) suggested that the disruptive effects of distractions and
interruptions were dependent on the task performer’s temperament or mood.
Kirmeyer (1988) substantiated the effects of these psychological factors by
investigating the effects of the task performer’s personality traits, the so-called Type A
versus Type B patterns. Briefly, Type A patterns were categorized by aggressive,
impatient, and competitive personality traits. In the opposite direction, Type B
patterns were categorized by easygoing, patient, and noncompetitive personality traits.
Kirmeyer conducted a field experiment which observed 72 radio dispatchers at
12 police stations for one to three workdays. There were two independent
measurements of stress and work overload. The first measurement was made by a
trained observer, and the second measurement obtained from survey questions
answered by each dispatcher after the observed period. In general, the observer’s
ratings correlated with the subjects’ self-reported stress and work overload
measurements. Kirmeyer found the subjects who experienced more frequent
interruptions and had Type A patterns felt more stressed and perceived more work
overload than the Type B subjects, who also experienced more frequent interruptions.
Since the majority of surgeons likely have Type A patterns due to the nature of
surgical work, Kirmeyer’s (1988) results implied that many surgeons would be more
sensitive or have lower thresholds to being bothered or disrupted by interruptions.
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Table 2.1 Questions to Assess Individual Distractibility
No.
1
D
2
D
3
MA
4
MA
5
MA
6
D
7
D
8
MA
9
MA
10
MA
11
D
12
D
13
D
14
MA
15
D

Question
Do you read something and find you haven’t been thinking about it and
must read it again?
Do you find you forget why you went from one part of the house to the
other?
Do you fail to hear people speaking to you when you are doing
something else?
Do you find you forget which way to turn on a road you know well but
rarely use?
Do you fail to see what you want in a supermarket (although it’s there)?
Do you find yourself suddenly wondering whether you’ve used a word
correctly?
Do you have trouble making up your mind?
Do you find you forget appointments?
Do you forget where you put something like a newspaper or a book?
Do you find you accidentally throw away the thing you want and keep
what you meant to throw away – as in the example of throwing away the
matchbox and putting the used match in your pocket?
Do you daydream when you ought to be listening to something?
Do you start doing one thing at home and get distracted into doing
something else (unintentionally)?
Do you find you can’t quite remember something although it’s “on the
tip of your tongue”?
Do you find you forget what you came to the shops to buy?
Do you find you can’t think of anything to say?
D for Distractibility and MA for Misdirected Action Questions
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Since temperament or mood were ill-defined characteristics and were
nebulous to assess for individuals, analyzing this factor with respect to distractions and
interruptions was considered to be outside the scope of this research.
Task Performer Ages
Another individual characteristic that was expected to have a significant effect
with respect to distractions and interruptions was the age of the task performers.
Research indicated older people were less capable of filtering out distractions due to
reduced selective attention (West, 1999; Barr & Giambra, 1990). Older task
performers had a reduced ability to ignore distractions, apparently due to increased
association with the distraction and task relevant information (Campbell, Hasher, &
Thomas, 2010). Lustig, Hasher, and Tonev (2006) showed that processing times for
older adults slowed down with distractions, while there was no difference in
processing times for younger adults in low and distraction scenarios. Increased age
was expected to have a significant effect with distractions due to declining working
memory (Kliegel & Jäger, 2006; Rabbit, 1965). Following delays that may be due to
distractions or interruptions, older adults showed a dramatically higher tendency to
forget prospective memory tasks than younger adults (Einstein, McDaniel, Manzi,
Cochran, & Baker, 2000; Kliegel & Jäger, 2006).
Unfortunately, with the population of subjects available for this research, it
was not possible to obtain much age variation other than the two years in difference
for the surgical resident population. The effect of wide variations in aging is thus an
opportunity for future research.

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW
The conclusions from the literature review indicated that relatively little was
understood about the effects of distractions and interruptions on surgical task
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performance in an OR. The Goodell et al. (2006) and Hsu et al. (2008) studies
advanced research on the effects of distractions on surgical task performance in an
OR. However, the methodologies lacked the full cognitive load associated with
complete surgical procedures, in that only simple surgical tasks were performed on the
virtual reality simulator or laparoscopic training mechanical box. Additionally, the
distractions involving mathematical manipulations were not realistic for an OR. As a
result, the Goodell et al. and Hsu et al. studies measured the spare cognitive capacity
that the task performer has available after completing the simple surgical tasks
(Wickens & Hollands, 2000). In other words, the spare cognitive capacity after
performing simple surgical tasks was sufficient to deal with the cognitive load
associated with mental arithmetic. Consequently, no effect was shown on the surgical
task error rates for both the Goodell et al. (2006) and Hsu et al. (2008) studies.
Pluyter et al. (2009) included realistic distractions (recorded music and caserelevant side communication) in their OR distraction study using a virtual reality
laparoscopic simulator with surgical subtasks. While the results indicated a decline in
surgical task performance in terms of unspecified task errors for the distracted versus
non-distracted conditions, the effect of the recorded distraction was confounded with
non-optimal camera views inside the simulated patient’s anatomy. The order of nondistracted and distracted conditions was not counterbalanced, thereby indicating that
the observed effects due to the combined distractions and non-optimal camera views
may have been due to another effect, such as fatigue. In summary, it cannot be
concluded that the adverse effects on surgical task performance in the Pluyter et al.
(2009) study were due exclusively to distractions.
Per the theories and research in other applications, interruptions were expected
to be potentially more disruptive than distractions. However, prior to this research, no
research included interruptions in their studies other than the cognitive distractions of
solving mathematical problems. This deficiency needed to be further studied relative
to an OR environment, since interruptions were shown to be common occurrences
(Healey et al., 2006).
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Prior to this research, distractions in OR-specific studies were either
cognitive or auditory. Visual distractions have the potential to cause adverse
outcomes in an OR, particularly with respect to maintaining situational awareness.
For example, if a surgeon’s visual attention is misdirected at inopportune times during
a surgical procedure, changes in the state of a patient may not be observed in order to
take effective or corrective actions.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Based on the literature review in other domains, typical distractions and
interruptions in an OR were expected to cause adverse effects on surgical task
performance. Consequently, the primary hypothesis of this research was typical
(realistic) distractions and interruptions in an OR increase the likelihood of making
surgical (human) errors as compared to non-distracted and uninterrupted conditions.
The complicating unknown of this research was it could not be performed in an actual
OR due to concern about patient safety. As a result, an exploratory element of the
research was to determine if the virtual reality simulator for laparoscopic surgical
procedures was complex enough so that distractions and interruptions could have an
adverse effect on surgical task performance. Advanced simulators with the ability to
perform a more complete laparoscopic surgical procedure were used to increase the
likelihood of showing a significant effect. In addition, to show an effect in an OR, it
was critical that the distractions and interruptions had the following characteristics:
1) saliency or intensity of the distractions to draw the task performer’s attention, 2)
timing of the distractions and interruptions to occur at critical decision-making steps
during the simulated surgical procedure, and 3) interrupting task complexity and/or
similarity to provide memory interference with the surgical tasks.
The research literature indicated that the skill and experience levels of the
surgeons were expected to be important factors in dealing with distractions and
interruptions. With extensive practice and increased experience, performance of a
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surgical task would become more automatic and thus more resistant to distractions
and interruptions. The only downside with automatic processing was described as
Reason’s (1990) double-capture slip. For highly trained and experienced surgeons,
coupled with the importance of surgery, the double-capture effect was not expected to
have a dominant effect. Therefore, the secondary hypothesis of this research was
typical distractions and interruptions in an OR increase the likelihood of making
surgical errors more for less experienced surgeons than highly experienced surgeons.
The inherent challenge with substantiating this hypothesis was just the one year of
experience difference in the population available for this research.
Finally, according to the literature, task performers exhibited different
sensitivities to distractions and interruptions. This research was thus exploratory in
studying the effects of fatigue levels and personal distractibility factors. Additionally,
the task performer actions and responses observed in this experiment to promote
resistance to distractions and interruptions were described in concert with a concurrent
task management (CTM) model based on normative theory (Funk, 1991). These latter
findings may contribute to the training of surgeons for an OR environment to improve
patient safety.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION
Since the effects of distraction and interruptions could not be determined in an
OR due to patient safety, the research methodology used an advanced virtual reality
simulator to perform a more complete laparoscopic surgical procedure. Thus, the
cognitive load for the surgical task performance was more realistic than simple
surgical subtasks. Typical distractions and interruptions were introduced on a live,
real time basis. Finally, the research study considered the effects of experience levels
as well as performer fatigue levels and personal distractibility traits.
A two factor experiment was conducted in a laboratory setting for a withinsubjects test. The main factor or independent variable was the presence or absence of
distractions and interruptions. The second factor was the experience levels of the
surgeons. The primary dependent variable was the frequency of surgical errors. For
this study, surgical errors caused damage to the internal organs, ducts and arteries, as
modeled and measured by the surgical simulator. Additionally, patient blood loss
amounts, which resulted from the surgical errors, were analyzed. Total task times and
one subtask time for the surgical procedure were also analyzed as dependent variables.
Depending on the nature of the data collected, different statistical analysis
techniques, both parametric and nonparametric, were applied. A 5% level of
significance was used for all analyses to determine significant differences for changes
in the two controlled factors. Finally, the effects of task performer’s fatigue and
individual susceptibility to distractions were analyzed on a post hoc basis.
Participants were recruited from the surgical residents at Oregon Health &
Science University (OHSU) in Portland, Oregon. Each participant performed a
simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy (gallbladder removal) under both nondistracted/uninterrupted and distracted/interrupted conditions. The sequential order of
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the non-distracted/uninterrupted condition was counterbalanced with the
distracted/interrupted condition to remove order as a confounding factor. The
sequential order was also randomly assigned to each participant.
Chapter 3 is segmented into three parts. The first two sections describe the
pilot study and full-scale research experiment conducted at OHSU. The third section
presents a concurrent task management (CTM) model developed to explain how task
performers should respond to distractions and interruptions to minimize human error.

PILOT STUDY
Following approval by the Institutional Review Boards at both OHSU and
Oregon State University (OSU) for this jointly conducted research, a pilot study was
conducted from March 31, 2008 through April 21, 2008 at the OHSU simulation
laboratory. This pilot study was originally planned to be the full-scale research study,
but during data collection, the virtual reality simulator broke due to a faulty
mechanical interface. Since this was the third time the apparatus broke, OHSU
decided to replace the simulator with a new device. Consequently, the experiment
became a pilot study de facto. This outcome may have been fortunate in that the
original simulator may not have been complex enough to show the effects of
distractions and interruptions. In addition, the pilot study provided the opportunity to
make improvements to the test protocol, particularly in terms of one interruption.
Lastly, the simulator that broke was not located in a controlled location and was
subject to unplanned distractions and interruptions.
Virtual Reality Surgical Simulator
The pilot study was based on an advanced virtual reality simulator called
LapSim (Surgical-Science, Goteborg, Sweden). Figure 3.1 shows photographs of the
LapSim simulator at OHSU.
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Figure 3.1 LapSim Virtual Reality Surgical Simulator for Pilot Study
LapSim was used to train surgical residents for laparoscopic skills and was
shown to have construct validity for the basic surgical tasks (Duffy et al., 2005;
Eriksen & Grantcharov, 2005; Sherman, Feldman, Stanbridge, Kazmi, & Fried, 2005;
Woodrum et al., 2006; Van Dongen, Tournoij, Van der Zee, Schijven, & Broeders,
2007). In addition, virtual reality simulators have proven to be effective in training
surgeons for laparoscopic surgical procedures in an OR (Rosenthal, Gantert,
Scheidegger, & Oertli, 2006; Korndorffer et al., 2005). Since surgeons could not be
subjected to controlled distractions and interruptions in an OR due to concern about
patient safety, LapSim provided the capability to conduct an experiment in a
laboratory setting based on established face validity (Van Dongen et al., 2007).
For the simulated surgical tasks in this experiment, test participants performed
a laparoscopic cholecystectomy (i.e., surgical removal of the gallbladder) on LapSim.
Consequently, the cognitive load was increased and more realistic as compared to the
simple surgical component tasks simulated in the Goodell et al. (2006) methodology.
For example with this research methodology, test participants were required to
visually search for the cystic duct to the gallbladder and to make a decision where to
sever the cystic duct so that the common bile duct was not damaged. To further
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increase the cognitive load, a prospective memory task was pre-specified for the
participant to remember to announce notice of nearing completion at the end of the
procedure. This latter task was thus comparable to a surgeon alerting the anesthetist
prior to closure.
Participants
Participants were recruited from 2nd year surgical residents at OHSU. The
residents had M.D. degrees and practiced in an OR under the direction of faculty
surgeons. The five residents who volunteered for the pilot experiment ranged in age
from 27 to 29 years. There were four females and one male, although one female did
not complete the experiment due to LapSim breaking during a practice case. Thus for
the pilot study, four residents completed the experiment. All residents recruited were
proficient in laparoscopic surgical skills based on experience in an OR, although none
of the recruited residents had previously performed a simulated procedure for
laparoscopic cholecystectomy on LapSim. Since the residents were not familiar with
this simulated procedure on LapSim, two practice cases were performed in order that
all participants received comparable familiarization with LapSim.
Controlled Distractions and Interruptions
After two practice cases with LapSim, each test participant performed the
simulated surgical procedure under two conditions: a non-distracted and uninterrupted
control condition and a distracted and interrupted condition. The laparoscopic
cholecystectomy procedure was divided into two separate parts on LapSim. The first
part was to isolate the gallbladder by clipping and severing the cystic duct and artery,
and the second part was to separate the gallbladder from the liver.
Four distractions and two interruptions were introduced and timed to occur at
critical decision-making steps in both parts of the simulated surgical procedure, since
distractions and interruptions were more likely to be disruptive if timed to coincide
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with decision making (Botvinick & Bylsma, 2005; Speier et al., 1999). The
experimental trials were monitored by an observer. No one else was present in the
laboratory, with the exception of a second person who entered the room and engaged
in an unrelated side conversation with the observer as one of the controlled
distractions.
The distractions and interruptions were realistic based on observations in an
OR by the author for 23 hours from September 21, 2006 through June 20, 2007.
These observations were comparable to distractions and interruptions observed by
other researchers (Healey et al., 2006).
The distractions and interruptions were both visual and auditory unlike the
recorded auditory distractions in previous research (Pluyter et al., 2009). The
distractions in the first part of the simulated procedure consisted of 1) a person
reaching in the participant’s field of view to grasp an object located adjacent to the
LapSim flat panel display, 2) a cell phone ringing for about 15 seconds but not
answered, and 3) another person entering the room and conducting an unrelated but
appealing side conversation with the observer. The distraction in the second part of
the simulated procedure was a dropped item with a sound similar to a dropped metal
tray. The distractions had varying intensities or saliencies (Colvin et al., 2005).
The two interruptions were questions by the observer directed to the participant
with a response then given by the participant. A research study information sheet,
approved by the Institutional Review Boards, forewarned the participants that they
may be asked questions and that they should respond. In addition, the participants
were instructed to take the time to answer the questions to the best of their abilities.
The first interruption was a question that required the participant to answer an urgent
care request about a hypothetical patient who underwent a similar surgical procedure
earlier and was reported to be having breathing difficulties. Given the limited vital
information provided about the patient in recovery, this was an open-ended question
with no single correct response. During the second part of the simulated procedure,
the second interruption was a question asking how the participant determined where to
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clip the cystic duct relative to the common bile duct. The interruptions were similar
to the surgical procedure on hand and thus more likely to cause interference with the
primary task (Gillie & Broadbent, 1989; Czerwinski et al., 1991; Edwards &
Gronlund, 1998). A timeline of the controlled distractions and interruptions during the
simulated surgical procedure in the pilot study is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Timing of Distractions and Interruptions in Pilot Study
First part – isolation of gallbladder (normally took 6 to 8 minutes)
The following distractions and interruptions were performed during visual search for
cystic duct and artery as well as clipping and severing cystic duct and artery:
•

Visual distraction with an observer reaching for an item on the shelf by the
LapSim monitor within the field of view of the subject

•

Unanswered cell phone ring with the cell phone located in a nearby briefcase

•

Side conversation about a political issue between the observer and a second
person who entered the room

•

Question about a hypothetical patient having difficulties from previous
operation and requiring prescribed treatment

Second part – separation of gallbladder from liver (normally took 2 to 4 minutes)
The following distractions and interruptions were performed during the separation of
the gallbladder from the liver:
•

Question about where the participant selected the cystic duct to be clipped and
severed in the first part of the procedure

•

While reaching for an item on the shelf by the LapSim monitor within the field
of view of the subject, an observer knocked off a small metal tray from a shelf
The second part of the procedure included a pre-specified prospective memory

task to announce that the procedure was approximately ¾ complete with the
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gallbladder separated from the liver. This announcement was comparable to
advance notice to the anesthetist prior to closure. The second question and dropped
metal tray were timed to occur just before completing ¾ separation of the gallbladder
from the liver.
Fatigue and Sleepiness Levels
Prior to the start of each experiment on LapSim, self-assessed data were
collected from each participant with respect to fatigue and sleepiness levels. This was
done to support post hoc exploratory analysis to determine if fatigue and sleepiness
were factors in the effects of distractions and interruptions. Fatigue levels were
assessed according to published fatigue scales. In addition, the level of sleepiness was
also assessed to address alertness and drowsiness, since surgical residents often do not
have much time off between shifts of duty.
The bases for the published fatigue and sleepiness scales were contained in
Bailes, Libman, Fichten, Spector, and Amsel (2006); Chalder, et al. (1993); and
Hoddes, Zarcone, Smythe, Phillips, and Dement (1973). Bailes et al. (2006) were an
excellent source of information by summarizing many fatigue and sleepiness scales.
The purpose of the Bailes et al. research was to develop a combined fatigue and
sleepiness questionnaire from different questions and scales for fatigue and sleepiness.
Bailes et al. validated their scale and questionnaire with new subjects, but their
questionnaire was very long and primarily concerned with chronic fatigue syndrome
patients. Consequently, two often used questionnaires and scales for fatigue and
sleepiness were selected based on the evaluations in the Bailes et al. article.
The fatigue scale and questionnaire were selected from Chalder et al. (1993).
This questionnaire was reasonable in length, plus the Chalder et al. article indicated
very good validity. The questionnaire was also developed to assess chronic fatigue
syndrome patients. As a result, questions that were not relevant to the test subjects for
the research study were eliminated to yield the three questions shown in Table 3.2 to
assess fatigue. In addition, the Chalder et al. scale was expanded from four to six
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rating categories with 1 being “strongly disagree” and 6 being “strongly agree” to
provide more variation in self-assessed ratings.

Table 3.2 Fatigue and Sleepiness Questions
Fatigue Questions:
Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

I am having difficulty concentrating.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I am making slips of the tongue in saying words.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I am finding it difficult to find the right word.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sleepiness Question:
Select one of the following responses that best describes your condition of alertness:
Feeling active, vital, alert, or wide awake

_____

Functioning at high levels, but not at peak

_____

Awake, but relaxed; responsive but not fully alert

_____

Somewhat foggy, let down

_____

Sleepy, woozy, fighting sleep onset

_____

The Stanford Sleepiness Scale developed originally by Hoddes et al. (1973)
was used as the basis for the sleepiness scale (Stanford Sleepiness Scale, 2010). The
Stanford Sleepiness Scale is widely accepted as the standard for sleepiness. For this
research, the latest version of the Stanford Sleepiness Scale was downloaded from the
Stanford University website. The original scale had seven rating categories, but the
lower three categories were very close to sleep onset and not applicable for resident
surgeons on duty. Thus, the lower three categories were combined into one category
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of being “sleepy, woozy, fighting sleep onset”. The five scale categories for
sleepiness are shown in Table 3.2 for this study.
Participant Questionnaire
Demographic data in addition to self-assessed fatigue, sleepiness, and
distractibility data were collected from each test participant immediately prior to the
LapSim experiment using a written questionnaire provided in Appendix 1. All data
collected were treated anonymously to ensure confidentiality with respect to the
responses by the participants.
As indicated in the questionnaire in Appendix 1, demographic data (year of
residency, age, and gender) and prior familiarity with LapSim were first collected
from the test participants.
The questionnaire also solicited fatigue data in the form of 1) number of
consecutive day on duty prior to day of test, 2) number of days since the participant’s
last 24-hour on-call duty, 3) number of hours of sleep during the night prior to day of
test, and 4) average number hours of sleep that the participant normally has during
nights prior to duty.
Next in the questionnaire were the three self-assessed fatigue questions
adapted from Chalder et al. (1993) and the self-assessed sleepiness rating from
Hoddes et al. (1973). Note that sleepiness was described as alertness in the
questionnaire to disguise this rating category, since the amount of sleep that residents
receive is a contentious subject.
The second page of the questionnaire in Appendix 1 listed 15 distractibility
and misdirected questions from the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire (Broadbent et
al., 1982) based on the principal components analysis performed by Pollina et al.
(1992). These questions were the same as provided in Table 2.1. The questions were
sequenced per the original order in the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire (Broadbent et
al., 1982). Thus, the 8 distractibility and 7 misdirected action questions were
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intermixed, and the participants could not discriminate between the two categories
of questions.
Dependent Data Variables in Pilot Study
Dependent variables for the pilot study resulted principally from the objective
measures generated by the LapSim simulator. LapSim assessed and recorded
performance in terms of surgical task errors, economy of motion, and surgical task
completion times. The LapSim measures for performance were clinically important in
terms of including collateral tissue damage and misplaced or missing clips on the
cystic duct and artery prior to cutting. Furthermore, the LapSim scoring algorithm
was shown to have reproducible results and construct validity by being able to
discriminate expert from intermediate from novice surgeons (Duffy et al., 2005;
Eriksen et al., 2005; Sherman et al., 2005; Woodrum et al., 2006; Van Dongen et al.,
2007).

The specific dependent data variables for surgical task performance are listed

in Table 3.3.
The second part of the procedure included a prospective memory task to
announce that the surgeon was nearing completion, specifically when the gallbladder
was approximately ¾ separated from the liver. Whether or not the prospective
memory task was remembered was recorded by the test observer as a dependent
variable. This binary variable for remembering the prospective memory task is
included at the end of Table 3.3.
Two data collection forms, which depended on whether the distracted
conditions occurred first or second in order, are provided in Appendix 2 for the pilot
study. Starting and ending times were collected for each experimental session as well
as time points for key steps, such as grasping the gallbladder and placing the first clip.
These key steps were recorded as reference times to be associated with the recorded
times of the distractions and interruptions. Additionally, the reactions to the
distractions and interruptions were captured on the form and whether or not the
prospective memory task was remembered.
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Table 3.3 Dependent Data Variables for Surgical Task Performance
in the Pilot Study
Surgical Task Performance Data (measured by LapSim):
Total time for surgical procedure (sec)
Surgical task performance errors and damage to the internals:
Blood loss (ml)
Dissected volume (%)
Missing clips (count)
Fatal clips (count)
Dust/vessel ripped (no damage or damage)
Duct/vessel burned (no damage or damage)
Burn damage severity (%)
Bile leakage (ml)
Liver bleeding amount (ml)
Number of strands burned (count)
Percent of strands bluntly dissected (count)
Time for liver being burned (sec)
Time for gallbladder being burned (sec)
Economy of motion:
Left instrument path length (m)
Left instrument angular path (°)
Right instrument path length (m)
Right instrument angular path (°)
Time energy applied in air (sec)
Prospective Memory Task (measured by test observer):
Notification of nearing ¾ completion announced or not (met or not met)

Post-experiment Interview Questions for Participants in Pilot Study
Following completion of the experiment, the subjects were interviewed using
open-ended questions about their reactions to and thoughts about the distractions and
interruptions. These post-experiment interview questions are provided in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4 Post-experiment Interview Questions for Test Participants
in the Pilot Study
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the first distraction (visual
reaching)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the second distraction (ringing cell
phone)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the third distraction (side
conversation)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the fourth distraction (dropped
metal tray)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the first interruption (question
about patient in recovery)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the second interruption (question
about cystic duct identification)?

Findings from the Pilot Study
The pilot study had four participants, all 2nd year residents. Each participant
completed four surgical procedures: two practice cases, a case without distractions
and interruptions, and a case with the controlled distractions and interruptions. The
order of the absence and presence of distractions and interruptions was randomly
assigned to counterbalance the sequences. For the pilot study, two of the participants
started with the non-distracted/uninterrupted scenario first and vice versa for the other
two participants. Three of the participants were female and one was male. Ages
ranged from 27 to 29 years.
While no major damage to the internal organs, arteries and ducts or major
errors occurred during the pilot study, blood losses were observed and the liver was
occasionally burned during the cauterizing. Using box plots, Figure 3.2 illustrates the
differences in blood loss amounts and cumulative time periods that the liver was
burned for the non-distracted/uninterrupted versus the distracted/interrupted scenario.
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Pilot Study Test Data for Four Subjects
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Pilot Study Test Data for Four Subjects
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Figure 3.2 Comparisons of Key Data Collected from Pilot Study

The sample size of four participants was not adequate to test for statistical
significance. Nonetheless, the differences while distracted or interrupted were
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noteworthy, particularly the increased blood loss amount compared to the nondistracted conditions. On the other hand, no major damage or errors indicated that
LapSim may not have been complicated or challenging enough for the task performers
to make errors for either of the controlled conditions.
The effectiveness of each distraction and interruption, in terms of capturing the
attention and thoughts of the surgical task performers, was qualitatively assessed
based on feedback after the experiment. Although the performer’s reactions and
feedback were different based on the individuality of each performer, the pre-selected
distractions and interruptions appeared to be effective in capturing the performers’
attentive and thought processes. The visual distraction, cell phone ringing, and
dropping of the metal tray were all noticed. In particular, the sound of the metal tray
was surprising in that the source of the sound was not easily identified. The dropped
tray may have also caused one startle reflex in that a participant released the
gallbladder promptly after hearing the sound. The side communication about a
political issue definitely caught the performers’ attention. Some performers laughed
or made comments about the side communication, while other participants effectively
ignored it. The first interrupting question on how to treat the recovering patient who
had breathing difficulties was very effective. During the post-experiment interviews,
the performers in general commented they thought extensively about their
recommendations with respect to this first question. One participant commented that
he thought he was being judged primarily on his response. Similarly, the second
interrupting question about how the surgical task performer chose where to clip the
cystic duct and artery required recalling what was done and thought to explain why.
In one case, the participant was defensive about her reply as she had not exposed the
Calot’s Triangle, which is bounded by the cystic artery, the cystic duct, and the hepatic
duct.
Based on the pilot study, the pre-selected distractions and interruptions were
deemed to be appropriate and effective for the research study. However, it was
determined that the second interrupting question could have an undesirable crossover
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order effect depending on whether the distracted/interrupted condition occurred first
or not. For instance, after considering that question during the distracted/interrupted
condition, the surgical task performer could alter her/his approach to clipping the
artery and duct for the non-distracted/uninterrupted condition. Conversely, this
alteration would not occur if the non-distracted/uninterrupted condition occurred first.
Therefore, it was decided to replace the second interrupting question for the research
study. All other distractions and interruptions in the pilot study remained the same for
the research study, although the side communication was changed to be more relevant
to a then-current political situation.
One final change from the pilot study was the number of surgical procedure
cases completed by the task performer. There were two practice cases and two
experimental cases in the pilot study. The average time to complete both parts of the
simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy was about 10 minutes. As a result, some
fatigue was observed by the fourth case in terms of the participants stretching fingers
and backs. In addition, there were some experimental approaches by the participants
in latter cases, possibly out of boredom or attempts to “game” the simulator. Because
of the observations about the number of cases, the number of cases in the dull-scale
research study was reduced to one practice case and two experimental cases.
Additional training or guidance would subsequently be provided via pre-recorded
video and/or written material to obviate the need for the second practice case.

RESEARCH STUDY
The research study was conducted from June 24, 2009 through March 31, 2010
in the OHSU simulation laboratory, following the approval of the Institutional Review
Boards (IRB) at both OHSU and OSU. New approvals by the IRBs were necessitated
by the change to a new virtual reality surgical simulator. In addition, one of the
interrupting questions was changed based on the pilot study results. The OHSU IRB,
which had jurisdictional approval for this joint research since the experiment was
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being conducted at OHSU, required a lay summary of the protocol as provided in
Appendix 3. Due to the benign nature of this research study, the IRBs did not require
a signed consent form for the voluntary participants. The IRBs did require all
participants be given an information sheet prior to the start of the experiment and a
debriefing handout afterward to explain the purpose of the research study. The IRB
approved information sheet and debriefing handout are included in Appendix 3.
Virtual Reality Surgical Simulator
The research study utilized a new virtual reality simulator at OHSU called
LapVR (Immersion, San Jose, California USA). Pictures of the LapVR simulator are
provided in Figure 3.3, including a photograph of the observer relative to a surgeon
operating on the simulator. LapVR was located in the new VirtuOHSU laboratory at
OHSU. This location was advantageous for the research study in terms of minimizing
noises from outside the laboratory, as well as providing a controlled area to preclude
extraneous people from entering the simulation laboratory and becoming uncontrolled
distractions.
The new LapVR had advantages and disadvantages as compared to the
decommissioned LapSim simulator at OHSU. Most importantly, LapVR functioned
for the study period. LapVR had improved face validity in terms of more realistic
video plus sounds from use of the cauterizing tool and clip applicator. In addition,
LapVR had an adjustable camera scope versus the fixed camera view in LapSim. The
adjustable camera offered increased realism and another controlled function for the
surgical task performer. The laparoscopic cholecystectomy module on LapVR was
cohesive with a single case needed for the surgical procedure. In contrast, LapSim
modeled the laparoscopic cholecystectomy in two disjointed parts. This unified
feature for LapVR greatly facilitated the logistics for the experiment since the
simulator did not need to be started twice per controlled case as in the pilot study with
LapSim.
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Figure 3.3 LapVR Virtual Reality Surgical Simulator for Research Study
One of the main disadvantages of LapVR versus LapSim was LapVR was not
validated with independent studies, mostly due to its newness. Additionally, LapVR
did not have as many continuous measured variables as LapSim, although LapVR
measured organ and tissue damage via binary variables and had a comparable
continuous variable for the blood loss measurement. LapVR also recorded counts in
terms of placed and dropped clips for the cystic duct and artery.
The difficulty level or challenge of successfully completing the surgical
procedure appeared to increase with LapSim based on subjective observations and
input from the OHSU research fellows who assisted in preparing for this study to set
up the experiment. LapVR also had more difficulty levels to adjust. For the research
study, these variable levels were set at the most difficult level. Bleeding rate was set
at the highest rate; duct and artery fragilities were set at a weak level; the peritoneum
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density was set at a high level; and the maximum vessel stretch was set at the
lowest level of 65% before rupture.
Participants
The participants were recruited from 2nd, 3rd, and 4th year surgical residents at
OHSU. The 2nd year residents had the largest population of 15 residents. To
supplement the 3rd and 4th year residents, research year (RY) residents and chief
residents were added to the recruiting population per IRB approval of this
modification.
Recruiting lasted nine months for data collection. The recruiting process
started with the author meeting all the relevant groups of residents after the allresidents conference held weekly on Monday mornings at OHSU. Follow-up e-mails
were sent to the residents who expressed interest to schedule times for the sessions
which lasted about 45 minutes each on average. A few residents scheduled
appointments but had to cancel at the last minute due to emergent patient cases or
extended clinic duty. The department head of general surgery, who was the OHSU
principal investigator for this research, also sent e-mails to the relevant residents
encouraging voluntary participation. An OHSU research fellow, who was a coinvestigator, promoted the research study during laboratory sessions with the eligible
residents as well as helping schedule some of the residents for the experiments.
All voluntary participants were compensated with a $10 coffee card as
indicated in the information sheet. To revitalize recruiting after 12 participants had
completed the study, the OSU principal investigator donated a $100 gift card to be
given to one of the participants on a randomly selected basis after the study was
completed.
A total of 18 participants (9 2nd year residents, 6 3rd year residents, and 3 RY
residents) volunteered for and completed the research study. The RY residents were
equivalent to 3rd year residents in terms of clinical duty, since the RY residents
primarily perform research following the completion of their 3rd year of clinical
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residency. After one year of research, the RY residents return to the clinical
residency program as 4th year residents, the same progression for a 3rd year resident.
The RY residents were current in their surgical operating skills as they provided
vacation relief and emergency backup to the clinical residents. On average, the RY
residents spent about 30 days the previous year assisting or performing surgical
procedures in an OR.
The research study included a second factor in addition to the absence or
presence of distractions and interruptions. This second factor was the participants’
experience level. Since the RY residents were equivalent to 3rd year residents
clinically, the RY residents were included with the 3rd year residents to form one
group of more experienced surgeons as compared to the second group of less
experienced 2nd year residents. Consequently, there was a balance of 9 2nd year
residents and the equivalence of 9 3rd year residents. The original design of
experiment had a goal of 10 participants each from the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year residents at
OHSU. Despite efforts to recruit 4th year residents, no 4th year resident volunteered
for the study, possibly because of their duty schedule which was often at hospitals
away from OHSU. As a result, after 9 2nd year residents completed the experiment,
the decision was made to conclude data collection when the number of 3rd year and
RY residents reached a total of 9 participants to equal the number of 2nd year residents.
As shown later with the results and analysis, an added group of 4th year residents
would likely have not indicated an experience effect.
The age of the participants ranged from 27 to 35 years. There were 5 females
(1 2nd year, 2 3rd year, and 2 RY residents) and 13 males (8 2nd year, 4 3rd year, and 1
RY resident). All residents recruited were proficient in the laparoscopic surgical
skills based on experience in an OR. Only two of the recruited residents had
experience with LapVR, and none of them had over an hour of experience with
LapVR or experience with the laparoscopic cholecystectomy module. Overall, each of
the two groups of residents was judged to be homogeneous.
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Based on the observations during the pilot study, the decision was made to
have a single practice case with LapVR for familiarization prior to the two
experimental cases. To effectively train the participants, a short pre-recorded video
was shown of a proper laparoscopic cholecystectomy on LapVR. For direction and
control of the task performer actions, written guidelines, presented in Table 3.5, were
read through with each surgical task performer. This level of written direction added
to the cognitive load of the surgical task performers. In addition, the guidelines
communicated in writing the expectation for the prospective memory task of
announcing when the surgical task performer was ¾ complete with the separation of
the gallbladder from the liver. After watching the video and reviewing the written
guidelines, each participant completed a simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy on
LapVR for practice or familiarization. If the practice case was terminated early due to
a mistake, the participant was allowed another practice attempt to complete a full
laparoscopic cholecystectomy. In general, all participants received comparable
training and familiarization with LapVR.

Table 3.5 Guidelines for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy on LapVR
1. Set the appropriate camera angle.
2. Select L-hook or Maryland dissector with right hand and straight grasper with left
hand.
3. Hold gallbladder with grasper and use L-hook or Maryland dissector to separate
peritoneal tissue to expose cystic duct and artery, cauterizing when needed.
4. Select with right hand and use clip applicator to fist clip cystic duct and then the
cystic artery. Place 3 clips each on the duct and artery.
5. Select with right hand and use Metzenbaum scissors to cut cystic duct and artery.
6. Select with right hand and use L-hook to separate the gallbladder from the liver by
cauterizing.
7. Announce when you are about 3/4 complete separating the gallbladder from the
liver, similar to alerting the anesthetist of nearing closure.
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Controlled Distractions and Interruptions
The same controlled distractions and interruptions applied in the pilot study
were used in the research study with the exception of the second interrupting question.
That question was changed to a social query in that the surgical task performer was
asked why he/she chose this profession. The new question occurred near the end of
the surgical procedure, and the intent was to make the participant relax right before the
metal tray was dropped. The new second interrupting question also applied what
Speier et al. (1999) found in that dissimilar content between the interrupting and the
primary task disrupted primary task performance more than similar content. Table 3.6
presents the timeline for the simulated surgical procedure with the controlled
distractions and interruptions. The sequential order of the distractions and
interruptions was revised slightly from the pilot study due to LapVR not requiring two
disjointed cases to complete a simulate laparoscopic cholecystectomy. Because of the
change in order of the distractions and interruptions, the ringing cell phone was
answered and transitioned into the first interrupting question about the patient in the
recovery room requiring treatment. This change added realism to both the cell phone
ringing and the first question.
Timing of the distractions and interruptions was critical as discussed in the
literature review. The observer timed the distracting and interrupting events to occur
at similar points in the surgical procedure for all participants. To notify the distracting
person when to enter the room and start the side communication, the observer
summoned the distracter with a wireless remote signal. The side conversation used
during the research study is provided in Table 3.7. This side conversation was
modeled after an actual event in an OR when a nurse entered and announced that a
high level politician resigned that day. This interesting distraction continued to garner
attention of the OR staff for several minutes as indicated by the continuing comments.
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Table 3.6 Timing of Distractions and Interruptions in Research Study
First part – isolation of gallbladder (normally took 3 to 5 minutes)
The following distractions were introduced during visual search for cystic duct and
artery prior to clipping and severing:
•

Visual distraction with an observer reaching for an item by the LapVR monitor
within the field of view of the subject

•

Cell phone ring that was eventually answered by observer and evolved into the
first question

•

Question about “hypothetical” patient having difficulties from previous
operation and requiring prescribed treatment

The following interruption and distraction were performed during clipping and
severing of cystic duct and artery:
•

Entry of interrupting person and side conversation between entered person and
observer

Second continuous part – separation of gallbladder from liver (normally took 1 to 3
minutes)
The following interruption and distraction were performed during the first half of
separating the gallbladder from the liver:
•

Question about why the participant chose his or her profession

•

Observer knocked off a small metal tray located on a table

Participant Questionnaire
The same participant questionnaire used for the pilot study was used for the
research study. The only minor revision to the questionnaire shown in Appendix 1
was changing LapSim to LapVR to account for the surgical simulator change.
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Table 3.7 Side Conversation Script for the Research Study
Distracter (enters room after hearing signal tone) and casually says: “Hi Robin ...
(pause) ... Have you heard the latest about Hillary.”
Observer: “Hillary Clinton? No, what’s happening with her?”
Distracter: “She is resigning as Secretary of State.”
Observer: “What? ... This must be a joke ... what is the punch line?”
Distracter: “No, it’s for real and all over the internet.”
Observer: “Wow ... what’s the reason?”
Distracter: “No one knows …(pause) … there will be a press conference in about an
hour.”
Observer: “Hmmm ... I wonder if it’s something that Bill did.”
Distracter: “Yeah…or maybe something happened on her overseas trip.”
Observer: “Whatever ... it will be the #1 item on the news tonight.”
Distracter: “It will be interesting ...”

Dependent Data Variables in Research Study
Dependent variables for the data collected in the research study with LapVR
are provided Table 3.8. The only continuous variables were total task and cauterizing
subtask times, blood loss amounts, and economy of motion lengths. (Note that the
economy of motion lengths were not analyzed since those measures were not directly
related to human factors.) The other variables were binary in terms of damage or no
damage to internal anatomy or count in terms of the number of clips paced or dropped.
Measures for all these dependent variables were generated and recorded by LapVR.
The only exception shown at the bottom of Table 3.8 was the test observer recording
whether or not the prospective memory task was remembered as the final dependent
variable.
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Table 3.8 Dependent Data Variables for Surgical Task Performance
in the Research Study
Surgical Task Performance Data (measured by LapVR):
Times (determined by LapVR):
Total task time for surgical procedure (minutes)
Time for cauterizing (seconds)
Surgical task performance accuracy (determined by LapVR):
Blood loss (ml)
Proper clipping (2 clips on the proximal and 1 clip on the distal side of the
cystic duct and artery) (met or not met)
Number of clips placed (count)
Dropped clips (count)
Cutting the cystic duct before the cystic artery (met or not met)
Damage to the gallbladder, liver, ducts or arteries (no damage or damage)
Economy of motion (determined by LapVR):
Left instrument path length (cm)
Right instrument path length (cm)
Prospective Memory Task (measured by test observer):
Notification of nearing ¾ completion announced or not (met or not met)

The data collection forms for the research study are provided in Appendix 4.
This form was changed from the pilot study due to the reordering of the timing of the
distractions and interruptions. Two forms are provided in Appendix 4 for the nondistracted/uninterrupted condition being first or second in order.
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Post-experiment Interview Questions for Participants in Research Study
The same interview questions were asked following completion of the research
study experiment as during the pilot study. The order was revised to reflect the
changed order of the timing of the distractions and interruptions due to LapVR as
shown in Table 3.6. The post-experiment interview questions used in the research
study are provided in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9 Post-experiment Interview Questions for Test Participants
in the Research Study
Test participant information collected after experiment during interview:
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the first distraction (visual
reaching)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the second distraction (ringing cell
phone)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the first interruption (question
about patient in recovery)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the third distraction (side
conversation)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the second interruption (question
about choice of profession)?
What were your reactions or thoughts regarding the fourth distraction (dropped
metal tray)?

CONCURRENT TASK MANAGEMENT MODEL
A concurrent task management (CTM) model was developed to explain, using
normative theory, how task performers should respond to distractions and
interruptions to minimize human error. The task performer actions and responses
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observed in this experiment to effectively cope with the distractions and
interruptions were categorized with respect to this CTM framework in Chapter 4.
As described in Chapter 2, CTM can be applied to dual or multiple task
situations to present how to effectively respond to distractions and interruptions.
Funk’s (1991) CTM normative theory indicated that active tasks should be prioritized
according to importance, urgency, and status of the task. After creating an initial
agenda of tasks and activating tasks, active tasks should be managed and assessed with
respect to status and terminated when completed or no longer necessary to attain the
mission goal. Responses to distractions and interruptions should be treated as new
tasks to be added to the agenda, according to their criticality. Funk’s CTM normative
theory thus provided a functional framework to analyze the task performer’s handling
of distractions and interruptions.
For this research study, CTM was modeled with Integration Definition
Language Ø (IDEFØ) (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 1993). An
IDEFØ process model is very effective as it extends the activities defined in process
flow mapping to include inputs, outputs, controls, and mechanisms for the process
activities. For example, with respect to distractions and interruptions, the task factors
that were important, such as complexity and saliency, were set as controls for the
relevant activities. Similarly, personal factors included fatigue and distractibility traits
as controls. Equally important was to include process or task interrelationships
identified in IDEFØ with directional arrows. Per real life activities, all IDEFØ process
activities need not be performed in order of time as demonstrated in Chapter 4 for the
four distractions and two interruptions in the research experiment.
The IDEFØ process model for CTM was developed with the AIØ WIN®
software (Knowledge Based Systems, 2007) and is provided in Appendix 5. This
IDEFØ process model for CTM has a top level activity named “Manage and perform
tasks” (Node A-0 C1) and a call activity named “Perform task” (Node A-0 C5), which
can be repeatedly called by the top level activity for multiple tasks. The top level
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activity models Funk’s (1991) normative CTM. The call activity models the human
information processing stages contained in Wickens and Hollands (2000).
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION
Very interesting and potentially useful results were obtained from the data
collected in the research study. Depending on the nature of the data collected,
parametric and nonparametric statistical analyses were performed with S-PLUS® 8.0
(Insightful Corporation, 2007) unless otherwise noted. A 5% level of significance was
always applied to determine significant differences with respect to the two controlled
factors. The main controlled factor or independent variable was the presence or
absence of distractions and interruptions (to be referred to as non-distracted (ND)
versus distracted (D) for abbreviated reporting). The second controlled factor or
independent variable was the two experience levels of the surgeons (to be referred to
as 2nd year versus 3rd year for abbreviated reporting).
The frequency of surgical errors, measured by damage to the internal organs,
ducts and arteries, was the primary dependent variable of interest for the simulated
surgical procedures. This chapter presents the results of the analyses for surgical
errors to determine if there were significant differences for the two controlled factors.
Additionally, collateral damage causing blood loss was examined as an inferred
measure of surgical errors. The comparative results for a different type of error,
failing to remember the prospective memory task, were also evaluated for
significance. For the simulated surgical procedures, times to complete the total tasks
and a subtask for cauterizing were analyzed as dependent variables for significant
differences. Post hoc analyses tested for independence of data classification and
association, which resulted in a relatively surprising effect with respect to time of day.
Lastly, the effects of task performer’s fatigue and individual susceptibility to
distractions were analyzed on a post hoc basis. Post-interview responses relative to
each controlled distraction and interruption were categorized in the context of a
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normative concurrent task model. Results are summarized in this chapter before
discussing the findings in Chapter 5.
A total of 18 surgical residents completed the research experiment for both
non-distracted and distracted conditions randomly counterbalanced in order. A
summary of the data collected from the research study is presented in Appendix 6.
Collected data for total task times, cauterizing times, blood loss, and major errors are
provided for each participant for non-distracted and distracted conditions in the order
tested. Task performer IDs beginning with R2 indicate 2nd year resident; R3 indicates
3rd year resident; and RY indicates research year resident. For the experience level
factor, the 3rd year and research year residents were combined and collectively referred
to as 3rd year residents for abbreviated reporting. As a result, there were 9 2nd year
residents and equivalently 9 3rd year residents who voluntarily participated in the
research study at OHSU.

ERROR RATE ANALYSIS
For the research study on human fallibilities and errors, the primary outcome
of interest was the frequency of surgical errors. This primary measure of surgical
errors was a dependent binary variable as to whether or not a major error resulted in
extensive damage to the gallbladder, liver, bile ducts, or arteries during the simulated
surgical procedure. The LapVR simulator determined whether or not damage
occurred, and this was validated by the observer. A secondary measure, in terms of
collateral damage due to surgical errors, was the total blood loss by the virtual patient
in the simulated surgical procedure. Lastly, errors in forgetting the prospective
memory task were analyzed with the results presented in the final part of this section.
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Major Surgical Error Data and Analysis
Major surgical errors caused extensive damage to the gallbladder, liver, bile
ducts, or arteries during the performance of a simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy
on LapVR. These errors were significant and could lead to patient fatalities. Thus,
these errors are referred to as fatal/major errors in Appendix 6. Examples of these
fatal/major errors included 1) damaging the cystic or common bile duct during
clipping and cutting which caused internal bile release, 2) severing the cystic artery
before clipping which led to excessive blood loss, 3) damaging the gallbladder which
caused internal bile release, 4) gouging the liver which caused internal bleeding, and
5) improper clipping of the cystic bile duct or artery (proper clipping is two clips on
the proximal side and one clip on the distal side) which could lead to patient
complications later.
As shown in Appendix 6 for the 36 surgical procedures completed (two
procedures for each of the 18 participants), only one fatal/major error occurred during
the non-distracted condition, and ten fatal/major errors occurred during the distracted
and interrupted condition. Eight participants committed the ten fatal/major errors
while distracted, with two of the participants (RY03 and R208 in Appendix 6)
committing two major errors at different times in the same surgical procedure. A
surgical procedure was classified as a failure if it contained at least one major error.
Thus, one procedure was a failure for non-distracted conditions, and eight procedures
were failures for distracted conditions.
Upon retrospective review of the database of errors generated by LapVR, one
participant (R209 in Appendix 6) caused damage to the cystic bile duct. However,
LapVR indicated on the screen at the end of that session that all requirements were
successfully met for R209. Since the observer did not validate this actual damage on a
real time basis, this error for R209 was conservatively not counted in this analysis as a
fatal/major error.
A brief description of each fatal/major error is included in Appendix 6. For the
ten major errors while distracted or interrupted, the timing of each error was
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associated with the timing of a particular distraction or interruption. That timing
association was recorded in the final column in Appendix 6. Table 4.1 summarizes
the number of times each distraction and interruption was associated with fatal/major
errors. Since some of the distractions and interruptions appeared to have cumulative
or carryover effects, primary (P) and secondary (S) associations are indicated in Table
4.1. For example in one case, the cystic bile duct was not properly clipped during the
first question and then when cut during the side communication, the cystic artery
started to bleed. In general, the distraction or interruption designated as a primary
association was believed to be the initiating cause of the damage.

Table 4.1 Distractions and Interruptions Associated with Major Errors
Number of times
linked to major error
Distractions and Interruptions
in Sequential Order

Primary
Association

Secondary
Association

Observer reaching for an item by the LapVR
monitor within the field of view of the subject

0

0

Cell phone ringing and answered

1

0

First question about “hypothetical” patient in
recovery having difficulties from previous
operation & requiring prescribed treatment

4

0

3

3

2

0

Sound of a small metal tray falling to the floor
from the table alongside the simulator

0

0

Total Associations

10

3

Person entering room and conducting side
conversation with the observer about a
political issue
Second question about why the subject chose
her or his profession
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As seen in Table 4.1, the interruption associated with the highest number of
major errors was the first question about another patient in the recovery room. The
first question was linked to four major errors. The distraction associated with the most
major errors was the side communication about a political issue. The side
communication was primarily linked to three major errors plus was observed to be
secondarily related to three other major errors. The second question about choice of
profession was associated with two major errors, and the ringing cell phone was
associated with one major error. The visual reaching distraction and the dropped
metal tray were not associated with any major errors. As described later in this
section, the dropped metal tray, in conjunction with the side communication, may have
been associated with the forgotten prospective memory task. The two interrupting
questions were associated with six errors for a majority of the total errors.
A contingency table for the paired binary outcomes of the surgical procedures
with fatal/major errors is provided in Table 4.2. The rows signify the non-distracted
outcomes, and the columns signify the distracted outcomes. Success indicated no
fatal/major errors occurred, and failure indicated at least one fatal/major error
occurred. Only 1 out of 18 cases (5.6% failure rate) had a fatal/major error for the
non-distracted condition, while 8 out of 18 cases (44.4% failure rate) under distracted
conditions had at least one fatal/major error. This dependent binary variable was
analyzed with McNemar’s Test on a pair-wise basis for this within-subjects design.
McNemar’s Test in S-PLUS 8.0 assumed a large sample size and thus used a chisquared distribution approximation. As a result for a smaller sample size of 18
participants, McNemar’s Test was performed on a spreadsheet for a binomial
distribution assumption and was verified with a Vassar University on-line program
(Lowry, 2010). Since all evidence in the literature supported the hypothesis that the
frequency of surgical errors should increase with distractions and interruptions, a onesided test was performed. For a one-sided McNemar’s Test, the p-value = 0.020.
Thus, it can be concluded that the difference in surgical error frequencies was
significant between the non-distracted and distracted conditions.
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Table 4.2 Contingency Table for Major Errors for Non-distracted
and Distracted Factors

Non-Distracted

Distracted
Success
Failure
Total
Success
9
8
17
Failure
1
0
1
Total
10
8
18
McNemar’s p-value = 0.020

Experience Level

Distracted
Success
Failure
nd
2 year
6
3
rd
3 year
4
5
Total
10
8
Fisher’s p-value = 0.637

Total
9
9
18

The lower half of Table 4.2 presents a contingency table with the distracted
outcomes shown relative to the second factor of experience level. For the distracted
conditions, there were 3 failures by the 2nd year residents and 5 failures by the 3rd year
residents. For these two independent populations, Fisher’s Exact Test indicated a pvalue = 0.637 (two-sided test that proportions are equal) for this contingency table. As
a result, there was no significant difference in failures with respect to experience level.
Blood Loss Data and Analysis
In this simulated surgical procedure, blood loss by the virtual patient resulted
from collateral damage to the gallbladder, liver, or arteries. No blood loss resulted
from damage to the bile ducts (only released bile). With the LapVR simulator, the
bleeding rate was very high for damage to an artery, especially if it had not been
isolated or clipped adequately. Conversely, the bleeding rate was low for damage to
the gallbladder and liver to model reality. LapVR measured blood loss in milliliters
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(ml) and had a maximum bleed-out limit of one liter after which the laparoscopic
cholecystectomy procedure terminated prematurely due to fatality of the virtual
patient.
In the research study for the 18 participants, the resultant blood loss data
distribution was greatly skewed in both low and high directions. Many of the
surgeons were successful in the simulated surgical procedures resulting in zero blood
loss. On the other extreme, the 18th participant caused major damage to an unclipped
artery while distracted, causing the virtual patient to bleed out (exceeded loss of 1 liter
of virtual blood). As a result, the simulated surgical procedure for the 18th participant
was terminated before the gallbladder was removed. The skewness of the blood loss
data for both non-distracted and distracted factors is seen in the box plots in Figure 4.1
for 17 participants, with the 1 liter loss for the 18th participant being excluded as an
outlier. This skewness in the blood loss date is more evident in the histogram
presented in Appendix 7 for all 18 participants, as well as the QQ normal plot and
residuals (differences from the sample mean) graph. One-sample KolmogorovSmirnov Tests (two-sided) indicated a p-value = 0.001 for all 18 participants or a pvalue = 0.110 for the relevant 17 participants, which provided evidence the null
hypothesis of a normal distribution was marginal at best and definitely should be
rejected if all 18 participants were included in the analysis.
For the sample of all 18 participants, the mean blood loss when not distracted
was 2.8 ml versus 63.2 ml when distracted. The result for the 18th participant, due to
the patient bleeding out, greatly influenced the mean when distracted. If the distracted
result for the 18th participant was excluded, the mean blood loss was 5.4 ml, which
was still higher than the 3.0 ml for non-distracted conditions for the remaining 17
participants shown in Figure 4.1. Because of lack of evidence that the differences in
blood loss were normally distributed, the nonparametric Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
was applied to analyze blood loss. Since the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test is a ranked
test for ordinal data, the blood loss exceeding 1 liter for the 18th participant was
included in the analysis, thus allowing a sample size of 18 participants. Using the
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Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test (one-sided test), the p-value = 0.076. With a 5% level
of significance, the difference in blood loss under non-distracted and distracted
conditions was not significant.

Blood Loss (ml) for 17 Subjects
30


20
10



3rd
minQ
1st Q
max
median
median
3rd Q
min
minQ
1st

0
Non-distracted
Mean = 2.97 ml

Distracted
Mean = 5.42 ml

Figure 4.1 Comparisons of Blood Loss for Non-distracted and Distracted Factors
For the second factor of experience level, it was hypothesized that the increase
in blood loss under distracted conditions would be higher for the 2nd year residents
than the 3rd year residents. The blood loss for the 9 2nd year residents increased by 1.0
ml on average when distracted and interrupted as compared to the non-distracted
conditions. For comparative purposes, the blood loss for the 9 3rd year residents
increased by 120.0 ml on average when distracted and interrupted. The 3rd year
average was influenced greatly by the 18th participant (a 3rd year resident) with a blood
loss in excess of 1 liter. Excluding the 18th participant, the average blood loss for the
remaining 8 3rd year residents increased by 4.2 ml, which was still higher than the 2nd
year residents’ average of 3.0 ml. The Mann-Whitney test was used to compare the
means of the blood loss differences due to experience level, since the blood loss data
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were likely not normally distributed. The Mann-Whitney test is a ranked test and
thus all 18 participants were included (i.e., the 18th participant’s result did not need to
be treated as an outlier). The Mann-Whitney test indicated a p-value = 0.947 (onesided). Thus, this difference in blood loss was not significant for the two experience
levels.
Not all surgical errors resulted in blood loss. For instance, damage to the
cystic or common bile duct released bile and not blood. Thus it was determined that
collateral damage measured by blood loss was not a complete measure for surgical
task performance. The preferred measure was the frequency of surgical errors as
determined by extensive damage to the gallbladder, liver, bile ducts, and arteries.
Forgetting Prospective Memory Task Data and Analysis
The final binary dependent variable analyzed with respect to major errors was
whether or not the prospective memory task was forgotten. This error was not a
surgical error per the definition above but could be significant in an actual surgical
procedure. For instance, the patient could have a special condition that needed to be
remembered and attended to at an appropriate time. The prospective memory task
called for the surgeon to remember to announce when she/he was ¾ complete with the
separation of the gallbladder from the liver in the final part of the laparoscopic
cholecystectomy. Table 4.3 provides a contingency table of the binary results for
forgetting the prospective memory task contained in Appendix 6. Out of the 18
participants in the research study, 10 (55.6%) failed to remember the prospective
memory task when distracted, while 4 (22.2%) failed in the non-distracted conditions.
Applying McNemar’s Test (one-sided) for these pair-wise outcomes, the p-value =
0.035, which indicated there was a significant difference for failing to remember the
prospective memory task between the non-distracted and distracted cases.
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Table 4.3 Contingency Table for Forgetting Prospective Memory Task
for Non-distracted and Distracted Factors

Non-Distracted

Distracted
Success
Failure
Total
Success
7
7
14
Failure
1
3
4
Total
8
10
18
McNemar’s p-value = 0.035

nd

Experience Level

2 year
3rd year
Total

Distracted
Success
Failure
4
5
4
5
8
10
Fisher’s p-value ≈ 1

Total
9
9
18

There may be a correlation between making a fatal/major error and
simultaneously forgetting the prospective memory task. When distracted, 6 out of the
8 participants who made at least one fatal/major error also forgot the prospective
memory task. The single participant, who made a fatal/major error while not
distracted, remembered the prospective memory task. This correlation may have been
expected because if a participant made a fatal/major error, he/she often needed to deal
with the collateral damage, thereby increasing the cognitive load on working memory
and accordingly forgetting the prospective memory task. Because of the limited data
in the research study, the potential correlation between making a fatal/major error and
simultaneously forgetting the prospective memory task was not analyzed and is thus
an opportunity for future research.
A contingency table is also provided at the bottom of Table 4.3 for the
experience level versus distracted outcomes for the prospective memory task. Five
each of the 2nd year and 3rd year residents failed to remember the prospective memory
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task. As readily seen in Table 4.3, there was no significant difference for forgetting
the prospective memory task for experience level when distracted. Applying Fisher’s
Exact Test (2-sided), the p-value ≈ 1.

TASK TIME ANALYSIS
Task times for the laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgical procedure simulated
on LapVR were collected and analyzed on a total basis. A subtask for the final part of
the surgical procedure, cauterizing to separate the gallbladder from the liver, was also
analyzed. The total task time allowed analysis of the combined effects of all four
distractions and two interruptions. The subtask time analysis for cauterizing allowed
isolation of the effects of the last interruption and distraction.
Total Task Time Data and Analysis
Although not as important as the frequency of surgical errors, total task times
relate to potential consequences in actual surgical procedures due to increased time
exposure for infections. Additionally, total task times determine efficiencies for OR
turnover. Total task times were measured and stored in a database by LapVR for the
research study. The distracted surgical procedure for the 18th participant was
terminated early without removing the gallbladder due to significant damage to the
cystic artery, which in turn caused the virtual patient to bleed out. Consequently, that
task time was excluded from the total task time and the cauterizing time analyses. As
a result, there were 17 paired data sets for these analyses as shown in Appendix 6. In
addition, two other participants (R204 and RY03 in Appendix 6) caused their LapVR
session to be terminated early due to a fatal error while distracted or interrupted.
These two participants were allowed to restart the simulated procedure at the
beginning to allow time to include all the distractions and interruptions. As a result,
the two total task times were spliced, based on the time being recorded for the second
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case to match the termination time in the first terminated case, to form a single total
task time.
For the 17 participants who completed the cases, the average total task time
was 6.98 minutes for the non-distracted controlled condition versus 7.26 minutes for
the distracted controlled condition. This difference was only 0.28 minutes (16.8
seconds) or 4% of the non-distracted mean time. Box plots in Figure 4.2 illustrate the
comparison of the total task time data for non-distracted and distracted conditions. As
can be seen in Figure 4.2, there was a considerable overlap in the distribution of the
two total task times, and thus it was not likely to show the difference to be statistically
significant.

Total Task Times (minutes) for 17 Subjects
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Figure 4.2 Comparisons of Total Task Times for Non-distracted
and Distracted Factors
Since the test was within-subjects, the differences in the paired total task times
were analyzed as the dependent variable to determine statistical significance. The
distribution of the sample of the time differences was first examined to determine if
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the population was approximately normally distributed or at least not unacceptably
skewed. For these normal distribution checks, the histogram, Q-Q normal plot, and
residuals were graphed and are provided in Appendix 7. Additionally, a one-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (two-sided) was performed which yielded a
p-value = 0.981, thereby supporting the null hypothesis of a normal distribution. All
the checks in Appendix 7 for total task times supported the assumption of applying a
normal distribution for the statistical analysis of the difference in total task times.
Since all evidence in the literature indicated that the task times should be longer with
distractions and interruptions, a one-sided test was performed. The results from a ttest for paired sample means indicated a p-value = 0.279. Based on this sample size of
17 participants, it cannot be concluded that the mean of the total task time while
distracted and interrupted was significantly longer than the mean while not distracted
or interrupted.
For the second factor of experience level, 3rd year resident time differences
were actually shorter by 12.2 seconds on average while distracted and interrupted,
compared to a longer time difference of 42.6 seconds on average for the 2nd year
residents. A t-test for two independent samples (assumed to have equal variances)
was performed. A one-sided test was applied since the 3rd year residents were
hypothesized to have more automatic skills and thus perform quicker than the 2nd year
residents when distracted and interrupted. The difference in the means of the total
time differences due to distractions and interruptions was not significant between the
2nd and 3rd year residents with a p-value = 0.172 (one-sided). If this difference was
significant, it would have provided evidence that the more experienced group had
more developed automatic skills to resolve distractions and interruptions.
Cauterizing Time Data and Analysis
Cauterizing was a subtask to separate the gallbladder from the liver. Thus, the
time interval for cauterizing coincided with the second interrupting question about
choice of profession and the fourth distraction of the dropped metal tray. Cauterizing
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time intervals were measured by LapVR. Since the cauterizing time for the 18th
participant was excluded due to early termination caused by patient bleed-out, there
were 17 paired data sets for these analyses. The mean cauterizing time was 48.2
seconds for the non-distracted condition versus 59.1 seconds for the distracted and
interrupted condition. The difference was 10.9 seconds, thereby accounting for over
half of the 16.8 seconds observed in the previous section as a total task time
difference. On a relative basis, the distracted cauterizing time difference was 22.6%
of the non-distracted mean cauterizing time. Box plots in Figure 4.3 show the
comparison of the cauterizing time data for non-distracted and distracted conditions.
As can be seen in Figure 4.3, there was more of a perceptible difference in the
distributions of the two cauterizing times than the total task times in Figure 4.2. This
increased difference was related to the second interrupting question coinciding with
cauterizing time and being a larger proportion of the cauterizing time than the
proportion of the combined times for the four distractions and two interruptions of the
total task time.
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Figure 4.3 Comparisons of Cauterizing Times for Non-distracted
and Distracted Factors
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To check for normal distribution tendencies for the differences in
cauterizing times, the histogram, QQ normal plot, and the residuals graph are provided
in Appendix 7. For a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (two-sided), a
p-value = 0.919 which supported the null hypothesis of a normal distribution.
Consequently, these checks in Appendix 7 substantiated the assumption of applying a
normal distribution for the differences in cauterizing times. Since all evidence in the
literature support the hypothesis that the cauterizing times should be longer with
distractions and interruptions, a one-sided test was performed. The results from a
t-test for paired sample means indicated a p-value = 0.002. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the mean cauterizing time, while distracted and interrupted, was longer
than the mean cauterizing time when not distracted or interrupted.
For the second factor of experience level, the mean difference in cauterizing
times due to distractions was 4.3 seconds for 3rd year residents as compared to a mean
of 16.7 seconds for 2nd year residents. Similar to the total task time analysis, a onesided t-test for two independent samples (assumed to have equal variances) was
performed for cauterizing times for 2nd and 3rd year residents. This difference between
the 2nd and 3rd year residents for the means of the cauterizing time differences was
significant with a p-value = 0.028 (one-sided test). Thus, it can be concluded that the
incremental cauterizing time due to distractions was less for the 3rd year residents as
compared to the 2nd year residents. This result supported the hypothesis that the more
experienced group of surgeons had more developed automatic skills to deal with
distractions and interruptions on a dual-task sharing basis.

POST HOC ANALYSES
Tests of independence for data classification and association are first presented
for key dependent variables. These tests evolved into a somewhat surprising effect
with time of day. Per the original scope of the research study, the effects of task
performer’s fatigue levels (including sleepiness) and individual susceptibilities to
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distractions and interruptions were also analyzed on a post hoc basis and presented
at the end of this section.
Tests of Independence for Data Classification and Association
While the order of the non-distracted and distracted condition was randomly
counterbalanced in the research study, the first test of independence for data
classification and association was performed on sequential order. This test determined
if the errors that occurred under the distracted conditions tended to happen on either
the first or second session. Table 4.4 shows a contingency table for fatal/major errors
associated with sequential order and distracted factors. In the contingency table for
the rows of sequential order, D-1 indicates the distracted condition occurred first for
that participant and D-2 indicates the distracted condition occurred second. Fisher’s
Exact Test (2-sided) was performed and the p-value = 0.153. This provided evidence
that the failure column when distracted was independent of the sequential order in the
rows, even though 6 failures occurred for D-2 versus 2 failures for D-1.

Table 4.4 Contingency Table for Major Errors Associated with Sequential Order
and Distracted Factors

Sequential Order

Distracted
Success
Failure
D-1
7
2
D-2
3
6
Total
10
8
Fisher’s p-value = 0.153

Total
9
9
18

A test was also performed to determine if there was a dependency between
fatal/major errors which occurred in the distracted cases and total task times. In other
words, this addresses the question if more major errors occurred when distracted
because the total task time was longer. For this analysis, the data for the distracted
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conditions were segmented into two independent populations, one without errors
and one with errors. The difference in time between distracted and non-distracted
conditions was the dependent variable. The 10 participants that were error free during
the distracted condition actually increased their total task time while distracted by a
mean of 1.08 minutes. On the other hand, the 7 participants who had errors while
distracted (total task time was not included for 18th participant who terminated early
due to patient bleed-out) actually decreased their total task time by a mean of 0.76
minutes. For these independent populations of unknown distributions, the MannWhitney test (two-sided) was applied for significance. The p-value = 0.088 (twosided) indicating that the difference in the two populations was marginally significant
(p-value between 0.05 and 0.10). Consequently, the number of errors which occurred
while distracted may be marginally associated with the difference in mean task times.
Interestingly, the participants who were successful actually took longer for the
distracted condition than the participants who had errors when distracted. This
provided partial support for the hypothesis of a speed-accuracy tradeoff as a common
human fallibility (Wickens & Hollands, 2000).
While studying sequential order and timing of errors, data were plotted for the
times of day when the experiment began and whether or not an error occurred. Figure
4.4 illustrates these paired outcomes for time of day results versus sequential order.
The paired outcomes were segregated into the participants who 1) were successful for
both non-distracted (ND) and distracted (D) conditions (labeled as Success ND & D),
2) were successful for non-distracted conditions but failed during distracted conditions
(labeled as Success-ND Failure-D), and 3) failed in the non-distracted condition but
were successful while distracted (labeled as Failure-ND Success-D).
Figure 4.4 presents an eye-catching dependency with respect to time of day.
All 8 errors while distracted occurred after 1 pm while only 2 successful outcomes
while distracted occurred after 1 pm. The only error while not distracted occurred
before 1 pm, although this was of little consequence given that it was the only data
point. Figure 4.4 may indicate that there was a fatigue factor or other unknown factor
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(e.g., participant blood sugar level if not eating lunch or individual procrastination
trait).

Time of Day Paired Outcomes

18
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13
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11
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8
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12

14
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18

20

Sequence Order
Figure 4.4 Time of Day Paired Outcomes versus Sequential Order

To test if this dependency on time of day was statistically significant, Fisher’s
Exact Test was analyzed for the contingency table presented in Table 4.5 for the time
of day outcomes under the distracted conditions. For the time of day categorical
variable, 1 pm was chosen as the demarcation time. Thus, the successes and failures
while distracted were delineated before and after 1 pm on the day of the experiment.
Fisher’s Exact Test (two-sided test) for systematic association between the distracted
outcomes and the time of day resulted in a p-value = 0.001 for the contingency table in
Table 4.5. As a result, the dependency of the outcomes while distracted with respect
to the time of day was significant.
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Table 4.5 Contingency Table for Time of Day Paired Outcomes

Time of Day

Distracted
Success
Failure
< 1 pm
8
0
> 1 pm
2
8
Total
10
8
Fisher’s p-value = 0.001

Total
8
10
18

The time that may be more relevant with respect to the time of day dependency
illustrated in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.5 may be time on duty (i.e., the time interval
between reporting to duty and the time of the experiment for that day). Despite
collecting data to measure fatigue levels, the reporting times to duty were not
requested from the participants at the day of the experiment. Separate from this study,
residents’ times on duty were closely tracked. Consequently, the reporting times to
duty data were in a database maintained by OHSU and were provided for the research
study with consent from the OHSU IRB. Figure 4.5 graphs paired outcomes for times
on duty versus sequential order. This figure has less pronounced dependency about
when the failures occurred based on time on duty. A contingency table is given in
Table 4.6 for the time on duty outcomes plotted in Figure 4.5. A clear demarcation
line for times was not apparent in Figure 4.5 to categorize the outcomes relevant to
time on duty. To divide the outcomes in two equal populations, time on duty was
selected to be 7 hours. Thus Table 4.6 dichotomized the time on duty into < 7 hours
and > 7 hours. As can be seen in Table 4.6, six failures while distracted occurred after
7 hours on duty versus two failures which occurred before 7 hours while distracted.
Fisher’s Exact Test (two-sided test) estimated a p-value = 0.153 for the contingency
table in Table 4.6. As a result, the dependency of the outcomes while distracted with
respect to time on duty was not significant. The outcomes while distracted are
discussed further in Chapter 5 for both time of day and time of duty measures.
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Time on Duty Paired Outcomes
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Figure 4.5 Time on Duty Paired Outcomes versus Sequential Order

Table 4.6 Contingency Table for Time on Duty Paired Outcomes

Time of Day

Distracted
Success
Failure
< 7 hours
7
2
> 7 hours
3
6
Total
10
8
Fisher’s p-value = 0.153

Total
9
9
18

The learning effect was next assessed with respect to sequential order. For this
effect, the average task times were compared for the first and second sessions of the
experiments. The non-distracted and distracted cases were combined into two
populations based on the session order. Since the 18th participant had an early
termination, this case was again excluded from this task time comparison. Thus there
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were 17 paired differences in task times to statistically analyze with a paired t-test,
assuming normalcy of the data (one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (two-sided) pvalue = .996 for goodness to fit relative to a normal distribution). Since it was
expected that the task times would decrease with repeated simulations or experience, a
one-sided paired t-test was performed. The average total time to perform the
simulated procedure was 7.51 minutes in the first session versus 6.73 minutes in the
second session. Due to the learning effect, the average time was reduced by 0.78
minutes between the first and second sessions (10.4% of the first session average
time). The paired t-test result was p = 0.044, which provided evidence that the
difference in task times due to a learning effect was significant as was anticipated.
Since the order of non-distracted and distracted conditions was counterbalanced, the
training effect effectively cancels out in the research study.
The final test of independence evaluated the different individuals who engaged
in the side communication as the 3rd distraction in the research study. Four individuals
played the role of distracter, depending primarily on their availability. Each of the
four distracters was involved in a distracted procedure that resulted in at least one
failure. A test of independence applied a 2x4 Fisher’s Exact Test to determine if the
outcomes while distracted depended on the individual distracters. Table 4.7 presents a
contingency table summarizing the distracted outcomes versus individual distracter.
Fisher’s Exact Test (two-sided) yielded a p-value = 0.904, which indicated that the
individual distracter did not have a significant effect on the outcomes when distracted.
Table 4.7 Contingency Table for Distracted Outcomes versus Individual Distracters

Distracted

Success
Failure
Total

Distracter
Ind. A
Ind. K
Ind. V
Ind. E
5
2
0
3
3
1
1
3
8
3
1
6
Fisher’s p-value = 0.904

Total
10
8
18
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Earlier, Table 4.1 indicated there were three failures primarily associated
with the side communication. The only individual who did not experience an error
during the side communication only participated once (designated as Individual V in
Table 4.7).
Fatigue and Sleepiness Data
According to the relevant research literature, an individual’s fatigue level may
play a role in the effects of distractions and interruptions. In addition, the effects of
sleepiness were also studied to address alertness and drowsiness, since surgical
residents often do not have much time off for rest between shifts of duty. Prior to the
start of each experiment on LapVR, self-assessed data were collected from each
participant with respect to fatigue and sleepiness levels using the questionnaire in
Appendix 1. This was done to support post hoc exploratory analysis to determine if
fatigue and sleepiness were factors in the effects of distractions and interruptions.
Self-assessed fatigue and sleepiness responses are contained in Appendix 8 for
all 18 participants in this study. The tan shading (for colorless copies, the ID has a *D
annotation) indicates the participant made at least one fatal/major error while
distracted, and the green shading (for colorless copies, the ID has a *ND annotation)
indicates the participant made a fatal/major error for the non-distracted conditions.
The three ratings on the fatigue scale were averaged to give a composite numerical
rating for fatigue for each participant as included in Appendix 8. The self-assessed
numerical ratings for fatigue and sleepiness were checked for reasonableness for each
participant with respect to their responses to the recent work and sleep history
questions. No apparent inconsistencies were found.
The different fatigue and sleepiness ratings were ranked based on each
participant’s input and categorized to low/medium/high or low/high, depending on
natural splits in the data. Low signifies low fatigue or well rested, and high signifies
high fatigue or not rested. For example, a participant recording 0 or 1 consecutive
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days on duty would be rated low, while a participant recording 6 or more
consecutive days on duty would be rated high for fatigue.
Consolidating the data in Appendix 8, Table 4.8 presents the contingency
tables for 1) number of consecutive days on duty, 2) number of days since last 24-hour
on-call duty, 3) average rating of fatigue questions, and 4) sleepiness question rating.
As can readily be seen by the tables and the p-values from the Fisher’s Exact Test (2sided), there were no significant effects for these fatigue and sleepiness measures
versus fatal/major errors while distracted. The closest fatigue indicator to showing
significance was the average rating of fatigue questions (p-value = 0.153). Ironically,
if this fatigue indicator had shown significance, it would have been in the direction of
well-rested task performers being more susceptible to human error while distracted.
Distractibility Questionnaire Responses
Answers to the distractibility questionnaire, filled out by each participant prior
to the LapVR experiment, are reported in Appendix 9 for all 18 participants in this
study. The questions were identified as distractibility (D) questions or misdirected
actions (MA) in this Appendix 9 as earlier shown in Table 2.1. The 8 distractibility
and the 7 misdirected action questions were averaged separately for each participant.
The average distractibility and misdirected action rates were then ranked for each
participant’s input and categorized low or high relative to the median for that data set.
Low signifies low distractibility or being resistant to the adverse effects of
distractions, and high signifies high distractibility or readily being distracted by
stimuli or internal thoughts.
Table 4.9 shows a contingency table for the distractibility and misdirected
action questions versus distracted outcomes. The p-values provided in Table 4.9 for
the Fisher’s Exact Test (2-sided) clearly indicated there were no significant effects for
these self-assessed distractibility and misdirected actions ratings. The fatigue and
sleepiness indicators in Table 4.8 were closer to showing significance than the
distractibility questionnaire responses summarized in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.8 Contingency Table for Distracted Outcomes versus Fatigue
and Sleepiness Measures

Number of consecutive days on duty

Distracted

Success
Failure
Total

Low
3
3
6

Medium
3
4
7

High
4
1
5

Total
10
8
18

Fisher's p-value = 0.541

Number of days since
last 24-hour on-call duty

Distracted

Success
Failure
Total

Low
2
4
6

Medium
3
3
6

High
5
1
6

Total
10
8
18

Fisher's p-value = 0.357

Distracted

Success
Failure
Total

Average Fatigue
Questions Rating
Low
High
3
7
6
2
9
9

Total
10
8
18

Fisher's p-value = 0.153

Sleepiness Question Rating

Distracted

Success
Failure
Total

Low
3
2
5

Medium
5
5
10
Fisher's p-value ≈ 1.

High
2
1
3

Total
10
8
18
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Table 4.9 Contingency Table for Distracted Outcomes
versus Distractibility Indicators

Distractibility Questions

Distracted

Success
Failure
Total

Low
5
4
9

High
5
4
9

Total
10
8
18

Fisher's p-value ≈ 1.

Distracted

Success
Failure
Total

Misdirected Action
Questions
Low
High
6
4
3
5
9
9
Fisher's p-value = 0.637

Total
10
8
18

POST-EXPERIMENT INTERVIEW RESPONSES
Following completion of the experiment, all participants were interviewed
using the questions listed in Table 3.9. The purpose of these interviews was to capture
participants’ reactions to and thoughts about the distractions and interruptions. The
responses to these post-experiment interview questions are tabulated in Appendix 10.
Also provided in Appendix 10 are the observed physical reactions to the distractions
and interruptions as noted by the observer during each experimental session.
Interestingly, 10 out of the 18 participants reported not seeing the first visual
distraction, and 6 out of the 18 participants did not hear the dropped tray. While there
was no dependency for the participants who did not see or hear these two distractions
and committed major errors, these results provided a qualitative indication of the
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surgeons’ highly focused attention. On the other hand with respect to focused
attention, 5 out of the 18 participants turned around to look at the distracter, even
though the distracter approached from behind the surgeons’ backs and out of their
field of vision. Three out of the 5 participants who looked at the distracter also
committed major errors although not during the side communication.
The responses to the post-experiment interview questions were put into context
relative to the concurrent task management model and are summarized in the next
section.

CONCURRENT TASK MANAGEMENT MODEL
Applying the IDEFØ process activities from the CTM model in Appendix 5,
Table 4.10 shows a timeline of sequential process steps and actions mapped to the
IDEFØ activities to perform a simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy. In Table 4.10,
the first two columns provide the process sequential step and normative CTM action,
respectively. The controlled distractions and interruptions were interjected in red (for
colorless copies in italics) in the second column. Per the research methodology, the
distractions and interruptions were timed at critical points and this determined at
which process step to interject the distraction or interruption. The final two columns
list the lower IDEFØ activities mapped to the top level activity (Manage and perform
tasks (Node A-0 C1)) and the call activity (Perform task (Node A-0 C5)), respectively,
for each action in the second column.

As shown in Table 4.10, the IDEFØ activities

can be performed in different sequential order as needed for the mission and changing
events, such as distractions and interruptions.
CTM is a normative theory and Table 4.10 states how surgical task performers
should respond to distractions and interruptions to minimize the likelihood of human
errors during a laparoscopic cholecystectomy. For distractions, the participant should
ignore the distraction after determining what the distraction is and that it is not
relevant to the task at hand. The challenge with salient distractions is to stay focused
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on the task at hand and maintain situational awareness. While distractions are
straightforward, interruptions are more complex. For interruptions, the task performer
should 1) decide urgency and priority for the interrupting task relative to the mission
goal, 2) assess active tasks for the appropriate time to suspend the task, 3) activate a
new task to resolve interruptions, 4) prioritize active tasks and suspend the task on
hand, 5) update the agenda of tasks, 6) perform the interrupting task, 7) terminate
completed task on the agenda, and 8) resume suspended tasks through completion.
The concurrent task management (CTM) model was applied as a framework to
categorize and learn from the responses given by the participants during postexperiment interviews. Participants’ responses (presented in Appendix 10) were
categorized relevant to the normative process steps provided in Table 4.10. Only the
relevant process steps (starting with #6) and normative CTM actions were extracted
from Table 4.10 and included in Table 4.11 for brevity purposes. The post-experiment
interview comments were categorized in Table 4.11 to the normative CTM actions for
each of the four distractions and two interruptions in the study. The third column in
Table 4.11 provided task performer’s responses which were consistent with the
normative CTM action. Lastly, the fourth column provided the improper responses
recorded by the task performers during post-experiment interviews. In the fourth
column, the responses that led to major surgical errors were indicated with an asterisk.
The common factor of interest found with these comparisons to the CTM
model was that successful task performers consciously chose to focus on the task at
hand and ignored task irrelevant distractions. Successful task performers responded at
non-critical times to the interruptions during the simulated surgical procedure, while
still attending to the state of the patient. Only one successful participant appropriately
deferred answering the question about choice of profession until after the surgical
procedure was completed. Two successful participants actually stopped the side
conversation, while three unsuccessful participants actually joined in on the side
conversation.

Table 4.10 Normative CTM Actions with IDEFØ Activities for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy
Process Normative CTM Action
Step

IDEFØ activity Manage and
perform tasks (Node A-0 C1)

IDEFØ call activity Perform
task (Node A-0 C5)

1

Plan laparoscopic cholecystectomy surgical
procedure

A1 Manage and assess task performance
and A13 Allocate resources to tasks
(including task management)

2

Create initial agenda (i.e., isolate gallbladder,
separate gallbladder, and alert near
completion)

A12 Establish and update agenda and
A121 Create initial agenda

3

Assess patient’s situation and anatomy

A11 Maintain situational awareness

4

Grasp, pull and hold gallbladder away to
reveal peritoneum (task 1)

A122 Activate new tasks, A2 Perform
task 1, and A5 Change system state

5

Pull peritoneum tissue away to expose cystic
duct and artery (task 2)

A122 Activate new tasks, A3 Perform
task 2, and A5 Change system state

6

1st distraction: Sense and perceive
movement of observer reaching for item
above flat screen

A1 Sense and A2 Perceive

7

Decide movement is not relevant versus
mission goal

A4 Decide

8

Focus attention on task at hand (tasks 1 and 2)
and maintain situational awareness

A13 Allocate resources to tasks, A11
Maintain situational awareness, and
A123 Assess active tasks
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Table 4.10 Normative CTM Actions with IDEFØ Activities for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (Continued)
Process Normative CTM Action
Step

IDEFØ activity Manage and
perform tasks (Node A-0 C1)

IDEFØ call activity Perform
task (Node A-0 C5)

A4 Perform task 3

A4 Decide

9

Decide where to clip cystic duct and artery in
order to not damage common bile duct and
artery (task 3)

10

2nd distraction: Sense and perceive ringing
cell phone and subsequent conversation
between observer and person on the phone

A1 Sense and A2 Perceive

11

Decide ringing and conversation are not
relevant to mission goal and no response is
needed

A4 Decide

12

Focus attention on task at hand (tasks 1
through 3) and maintain situational awareness

13

1st question: Sense and perceive question
about other patient who is experiencing
difficulty breathing following an earlier
laparoscopic cholecystectomy procedure

A1 Sense and A2 Perceive

14

Decide urgency and priority for interrupting
task relative to mission goal

A4 Decide

15

Assess active tasks for appropriate time to
suspend task and answer question

A13 Allocate resources to tasks, A11
Maintain situational awareness, and
A123 Assess active tasks

A123 Assess active tasks
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Table 4.10 Normative CTM Actions with IDEFØ Activities for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (Continued)
Process Normative CTM Action
Step

IDEFØ activity Manage and
perform tasks (Node A-0 C1)

Activate new task (task 4) to prescribe
treatment

A122 Activate new tasks

17

Prioritize active tasks and suspend tasks 1
through 3 as primary tasks (may multi-task
and continue tasks 1 through 3 as secondary
tasks)

A125 Prioritize active tasks

18

Update agenda of tasks

A12 Establish and update agenda

19

Prescribe treatment for earlier patient (task 4)

A4 Perform task 4

20

Terminate completed task 4 on agenda

A124 Terminate completed and
unneeded tasks

21

Resume tasks 1 through 3 through completion
as primary tasks

A2–A4 Perform tasks 1 through 3 and
A5 Change system state

22

Terminate completed tasks 1 through 3 on
agenda

A124 Terminate completed and
unneeded tasks

23

Update agenda of tasks

A12 Establish and update agenda

24

Clip cystic duct and artery (task 5)

A122 Activate new tasks, A4 Perform
task 5 and A5 Change system state

25

3rd distraction: Sense and perceive person
entering and initiating side conversation
with observer

A5 Respond

A1 Sense and A2 Perceive
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16

IDEFØ call activity Perform
task (Node A-0 C5)

Table 4.10 Normative CTM Actions with IDEFØ Activities for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (Continued)
Process Normative CTM Action
Step

IDEFØ activity Manage and
perform tasks (Node A-0 C1)

IDEFØ call activity Perform
task (Node A-0 C5)

26

Decide side conversation is not relevant to
mission goal and no response is needed

A4 Decide

27

Focus attention on task at hand (task 5) and
maintain situational awareness

A13 Allocate resources to tasks, A11
Maintain situational awareness, and
A123 Assess active tasks

28

Complete task 5 on agenda

A124 Terminate completed and
unneeded tasks

29

Grasp, pull and hold gallbladder away from
liver (task 6)

A122 Activate new tasks and A4
Perform task 6

30

Sever and cauterize tissue connecting
gallbladder and liver (task 7)

A122 Activate new tasks and A4
Perform task 7 and A5 Change system
state

31

2nd question: Perceive question about why
the task performer chose his or her
profession

Task A2 Perceive

32

Decide urgency and priority for interrupting
task relative to mission goal (ideally this
question should be deferred until after the
procedure)

Task A4 Decide

33

Assess active tasks for appropriate time to
suspend task and answer question

A123 Assess active tasks
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Table 4.10 Normative CTM Actions with IDEFØ Activities for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (Continued)
Process Normative CTM Action
Step

IDEFØ activity Manage and
perform tasks (Node A-0 C1)

IDEFØ call activity Perform
task (Node A-0 C5)

34

Activate new task 8 to answer question

A122 Activate new tasks

35

Prioritize active tasks and suspend tasks 6 and
7 as primary tasks (may multi-task and
continue tasks 6 through 7 as secondary tasks)

A125 Prioritize active tasks

36

Update agenda of tasks

A12 Establish and update agenda

37

Answer interrupting question (task 8)

A4 Perform task 8

38

Complete task 8 on agenda

A124 Terminate completed and
unneeded tasks

39

Resume tasks 6 through 7 as primary tasks

A4 Perform task 8 and A5 Change
system state

40

4th distraction: Sense and perceive sound of
dropping metal tray

A1 Sense and A2 Perceive

41

Decide dropped metal tray is not relevant to
mission goal and no response is needed

A4 Decide

42

Focus attention on task at hand (tasks 6
through 7) and maintain situational awareness

A13 Allocate resources to tasks, A11
Maintain situational awareness, and
A123 Assess active tasks

43

Assess task 7 for nearing completion as cue
for prospective memory task

A123 Assess active tasks

A5 Respond
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Table 4.10 Normative CTM Actions with IDEFØ Activities for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy (Continued)
Process Normative CTM Action
Step

IDEFØ activity Manage and
perform tasks (Node A-0 C1)

44

Remember prospective memory task of
notifying observer that ¾ completion of the
gallbladder separation is attained (task 9)

45

Activate task 9 to notify observer that 3/4
completion of the gallbladder separation is
attained

A122 Activate new task 9

46

Decide that 3/4 completion of the gallbladder
separation is attained (perform task 9)

A4 Perform task 9

47

Notify (respond to) observer that 3/4
completion of the gallbladder separation is
attained (complete task 9)

48

Terminate completed task 9 on agenda

A124 Terminate completed and
unneeded tasks

49

Complete active tasks 6 and 7

A5 Change system state

50

Complete laparoscopic cholecystectomy
surgical procedure

A1 Manage and assess task performance

IDEFØ call activity Perform
task (Node A-0 C5)
A3 Remember/recall

A4 Decide
A5 Respond
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Table 4.11 Post-experiment Interview Responses Categorized to Normative CTM Actions
Process Normative CTM
Step
Action
6

7

Normative Response by Task
Performer

1st distraction: Sense and
perceive movement of
observer reaching for
item above flat screen

• No, he was too focused on procedure

Decide movement is not
relevant versus mission
goal

• Saw it but it had no bearing on procedure

Improper Response (*indicates
associated with error)

• No, definitely unaware
• She noticed but used to movement in an
OR
• Saw it happen but discounted it
• Did notice it but ignored it.

• Noticed the reaching and wondered why
observer was doing that; so this distracted
her

• Noticed it but dismissed it as not relevant
10

2nd distraction: Sense
and perceive ringing cell
phone and subsequent
conversation between
observer and person on
the phone

• Thought it was a real conversation,
observer's wife calling perhaps
• Noticed but did not bother her, but adds to
all the distractions
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Table 4.11 Post-experiment Interview Responses Categorized to Normative CTM Actions (Continued)

Process Normative CTM
Step
Action
11

Decide ringing cell and
conversation are not
relevant to mission goal
and no response is needed

Normative Response by Task
Performer

Improper Response (*indicates
associated with error)

• Heard it but discounted it as not relevant

• Definitely distracting and it happens all the
time in an OR; when the phone rings, one's
mind thinks it is for him and then wonders
what the phone call or page is about

• She heard the phone ringing but
discounted it as not relevant
• Noticed the cell ringing; thought it was an
actual cell phone call but he dismissed it
• Noticed the cell ringing, but that happens
in an OR all the time and she tuned it out

• *She noticed the cell phone and said that
this may have contributed to the common
bile duct damage

• Yes he heard it but ignored it
13

1st question: Sense and
perceive question about
other patient who is
experiencing difficulty
breathing following an
earlier laparoscopic
cholecystectomy
procedure

• It took away his thoughts from the current
procedure
• * He thought this was just a coincidence
that he pushed through the bile duct at this
point in time; he did give a detailed
response prior to this occurring.
• Was distracting because it takes away
attention
• Was distraction as it is true with calls in
OR; forces you to think
• *Little time to respond since she broke the
cystic artery then
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Table 4.11 Post-experiment Interview Responses Categorized to Normative CTM Actions (Continued)
Process Normative CTM
Step
Action
14

Decide urgency and
priority for interrupting
task relative to mission
goal

Normative Response by Task
Performer

Improper Response (*indicates
associated with error)

• This disturbed him a little since he had to
evaluate what to do during current
procedure

• Question bothered him because it takes
away your mind on the surgical task at hand

• Was very concerned and considered
whether to go to the recovery room
• Thought what was the safest thing to do
and was surprised that the observer was
called
• Did distract his thoughts due to processing
information and using critical thinking.
Normally stops in OR environment to
decide and respond.

• * He thought this question was distracting
and it may have contributed to not clipping
the cystic duct properly
• *It was an interruption as it is true with
calls in OR; forces you to think (this led to
placing 4 clips on the cystic duct and only 2
clips on cystic artery; may have overlapped
with side conversation)

• This concerned him and he thought about
what to advise
Assess active tasks for
appropriate time to
suspend task and answer
question

• It is distracting but necessary interruption;
she makes sure things are stable in current
case before responding

25

3rd distraction: Sense and
perceive person entering
and initiating side
conversation with
observer

• Thought the conversation was interesting;
although he concedes it was a distraction,
he felt it might have a Hawthorne type of
effect in that he concentrated harder on the
surgical procedure

• This definitely slowed her down causing
her to think about other patient since that
was important too
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Table 4.11 Post-experiment Interview Responses Categorized to Normative CTM Actions (Continued)
Process Normative CTM
Step
Action
26

Decide side conversation
is not relevant to mission
goal and no response is
needed

Normative Response by Task
Performer

Improper Response (*indicates
associated with error)

• He heard it but ignored it as irrelevant.

• Conversation was interesting and he
listened in

• Thought it was appropriate to stop the side
conversation due to the other patient in the
recovery room (he did stop it)
• Politely asked for side conversation to be
discontinued after she recognized it was a
political issue. Reminded her of many
occasions in an OR - political discussion
which led to heated arguments' she is
liberal and does not involved in political
discussions

• He claimed to be used to these types of
conversations in an OR
• * Yes, topic was distracting. Unlike the
patient question, there was possibly
attention distraction as he was pulling on
gallbladder and subsequently damaged
cystic duct leading to an oh no!
• * Listened to it and tried not to react; this
probably distracted her since the clipped
bile duct started to leak and it may have
been a factor in the error
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Table 4.11 Post-experiment Interview Responses Categorized to Normative CTM Actions (Continued)
Process Normative CTM
Step
Action
27

Focus attention on task at
hand (task 5) and maintain
situational awareness

Normative Response by Task
Performer

Improper Response (*indicates
associated with error)

• Claimed the side conversation did not
bother him as he blocked it out; although
as noted, he looked at the distracter and
smiled at the end

• Was listening in and thought it was funny
• Heard and listened in the conversation as he
admitted to smiling; admitted that it was a
little distracting
• Laughed; used to these type of
conversations and it did bother him
• He thought this was staged but it still
caught his attention as he listened in
• *She thought wow and why, although she
thought she stayed focus and kept going but
she gouged the liver during removal
causing bleeding
• Heard but thought it was made-up; does
listen to similar types of conversations in an
OR but in a disengaged manner
• It grabbed her attention

31

2nd question: Perceive
question about why the
task performer chose his
or her profession
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Table 4.11 Post-experiment Interview Responses Categorized to Normative CTM Actions (Continued)
Process Normative CTM
Step
Action
32

37

Normative Response by Task
Performer

Improper Response (*indicates
associated with error)

Decide urgency and
priority for interrupting
task relative to mission
goal

• Deferred this question but stated he would
talk about it in a minute. Very good
response!

• Yes, this was distracting because it is
important to him and he often doublechecks as to why

Answer interrupting
question (task 8)

• Happens a lot and he has a canned answer

• Made him think of a response

• Not distracting, happens a lot in OR and
she tries not to give a long drawn answer
although it is an emotional issue

• Good question but easier to talk about this
then answering the first question since the
answer to second question is on top of her
mind

• * She thought this was not distracting as
she is asked it a lot but this is when she
gouged the liver and caused bleeding

• Was a bit of a distraction but does not take
much thinking to respond as he asked this
a lot
40

4th distraction: Sense and
perceive sound of
dropping metal tray

• Yes he heard it but ignored it

• * Gave a canned response although she
nicked the liver during this interruption
• She heard and may have jumped a little; but
patient was already bleeding out
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Table 4.11 Post-experiment Interview Responses Categorized to Normative CTM Actions (Continued)
Process Normative CTM
Step
Action
41

Decide dropped metal tray
is not relevant to mission
goal and no response is
needed

Normative Response by Task
Performer

Improper Response (*indicates
associated with error)

• Heard the dropped tray but ignored it

• Claimed she did not have a reaction to it
although she did laugh a little at the time

• Noticed it; if in an OR he would have
wondered if essential equipment or
instrument was damaged and wondered
how they would improvise
• Heard it as it was loud but ignored it
• Heard tray but thought it had no bearing on
procedure

42

Focus attention on task at
hand (tasks 6 through 7)
and maintain situational
awareness

• Did not hear because she was too focused
• No, did not hear the sound; this person was
very focused almost robot-like

• That was loud and could have caused a
problem at a critical movement although
she admits that it may have been a factor in
forgetting the perspective memory task and
she did jab the liver
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Some of the comments shown in Table 4.11 also supported the realism of
the distractions and interruptions with respect to an OR environment. The
responses collected from the participants, both the proper and improper actions, may
be useful for future training exercises to help surgeons cope better with distractions
and interruptions, thereby improving patient safety.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Before stating the results of this study relative to the research hypotheses,
specific results are summarized for the different points of interest: surgical error rates,
prospective memory tasks, task times, and tests of independence for data classification
and association.
Surgical Error Rates
The primary outcome of interest was the frequency of surgical errors. Most
interestingly, 8 out of the 18 participants committed fatal/major errors when distracted
and interrupted (44.4% failure rate) versus only 1 out of 18 participants (5.6% failure
rate) when not distracted or interrupted. This increase in surgical error rates was
significant with a p-value = 0.020. The difference in error rates was not significant
between the two experience levels (p-value = 0.637).
With respect to errors causing collateral damage, the increased blood loss due
to distractions and interruptions was not significant with a p-value = 0.076. With a
p-value between 5 and 10%, the result with respect to blood loss could be considered
marginally significant. Differences in blood loss between the two experience levels
were also not significant with a p-value = 0.947. The blood loss variable was not a
complete measure of surgical task performance because it was highly dependent on
the types of error. For instance, some errors damaged ducts that did not bleed versus
damage to the gallbladder, liver, and arteries which resulted in blood loss.
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Prospective Memory Task Retention
Ten out of the 18 participants (55.6%) failed to remember the prospective
memory task when distracted and interrupted while just 4 participants (22.2%) forgot
in the non-distracted conditions. This difference was significant with a
p-value = 0.035. Between experience levels, there was no significant effect for
forgetting the prospective memory task.
Task Times
With the main factor of distractions and interruptions present, the total task
time increased by 0.3 minutes on average from non-distracted to distracted conditions,
but this was not significant with a p-value = 0.279. For the experience level factor, the
average change in time due to distractions and interruptions was less for 3rd year
residents as compared to 2nd year residents by 0.9 minutes. However, this difference
was not significant with a p-value = 0.172.
Cauterizing times increased significantly with distractions and interruptions
with a p-value = 0.002. When distracted and interrupted, cauterizing times increased
11 seconds on average, 23% of the base time when not distracted. Increased
experience also produced a significant effect for cauterizing times (p-value = 0.028).
The added time for cauterizing due to distractions was 4 seconds for 3rd year residents,
which was less than the 18 seconds for 2nd year residents.
Tests of Independence for Data Classification and Association
The most interesting test of independence was errors while distracting being
associated with the time of day results. All 8 surgical procedures with major errors
when distracted occurred after 1 pm, while only 2 surgical procedures were free of
major errors when distracted after 1 pm. This difference in failures was significant
with a p-value = 0.001. With respect to time on duty, this association was notably less
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with failures while distracted. Six failures while distracted occurred after 7 hours on
duty versus two failures while distracted occurred before 7 hours. This difference
due to time on duty was not significant with a p-value = 0.153. Nonetheless, there
may be another factor present, such as fatigue or procrastination, with respect to the
time of day outcomes.
For total task times, 10 error-free participants increased their time by a mean of
1.1 minutes when distracted. Conversely, the 7 participants with errors while
distracted (18th participant excluded since the patient bled out) decreased their total
time by an average of 0.8 minutes. This difference was marginally significant with a
p-value = 0.088. This finding may be important since it provided some evidence that
the successful participants took longer under the distracted conditions than the
participants who had errors when distracted.
A learning effect was present since the average time to perform the simulated
procedure was 7.5 minutes for the first session versus 6.7 minutes for the second
session. This difference of 0.8 minutes was significant with a p = 0.044. Since the
order of the non-distracted and distracted conditions was randomly counterbalanced,
this learning effect should not be a confounding factor in the time or error results
discussed above.
Fatigue and Sleepiness Data
No significant effects were observed due to fatigue and sleepiness factors (all
p-values > 0.15).
Individual Distractibility Traits
No significant effects were observed due to the self-assessed distractibility
traits (all p-values > 0.6).
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Research Objectives
The primary hypothesis of this research was typical (realistic) distractions and
interruptions in an OR increase the likelihood of making surgical (human) errors as
compared to non-distracted and uninterrupted conditions. Based on the significant
increase in major surgical errors with distractions and interruptions, this research
indicated the null hypothesis can be rejected and the primary hypothesis is likely.
The secondary hypothesis of this research was typical distractions and
interruptions in an OR increase the likelihood of making surgical errors more for less
experienced surgeons than highly experienced surgeons. The data from this research
study did not provide support for the secondary hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

The findings are first summarized in this chapter. Also discussed in more
detail are importance and interpretations of the results, factors that might contribute to
the findings, and study limitations.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The research study assessed the effects of realistic distractions and
interruptions on simulated surgical task performance. Surgical task performers when
distracted and interrupted produced significantly more major errors. The difference in
surgical error rates between the two years of experience while distracted and
interrupted was not significant. For collateral damage, the difference in blood loss
under distracted and interrupted conditions was not significant nor was there an
experience effect. Due to some of the surgical errors not resulting in blood loss, the
blood less variable was not a complete measure of the effects of distractions and
interruptions. Prospective memory task retention declined significantly when
distracted and interrupted, but again there was no difference between the two
experience levels. There was no significant difference in or experience effect for total
task times due to the presence of distractions and interruptions. However, a subtask
(cauterizing) took significantly longer with distractions and interruptions, and the
more experienced surgeons took less time to resolve distractions and interruptions than
the less experienced surgeons. The measures of fatigue (including sleepiness) and
distractibility traits did not produce any significant effects with respect to distractions
and interruptions. Interestingly, there was a significant time of day dependency in that
all major errors while distracted and interrupted occurred after 1 pm.
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ERROR RATES
The main objective of this study was to determine if realistic distractions and
interruptions in an OR were likely to adversely impact simulated surgical task
performance measured primarily in terms of error rates. Three different measures
were used for error rates: 1) major surgical errors that caused damage to the internal
organs, ducts, and arteries which could lead to patient fatality, 2) collateral damage to
internal organs and arteries as measured by internal blood loss by the patient, and
3) failing to remember a prospective memory task. With respect to the third measure,
the prospective memory task in this study was important only from a time efficiency
standpoint to forewarn the anesthetist of the surgical procedure nearing completion. In
an OR, unique prospective memory tasks may have patient safety significance in that a
patient may have a special condition that needs to be attended to and treated at a
certain step in the surgical procedure.
With respect to error rates, the first and most important finding with respect to
patient safety was that surgical task performers, when distracted and interrupted,
committed significantly more major surgical errors. For the 18 participants in this
study, the failure rate when not distracted was 1 out of 18 (5.6%) versus 8 out of 18
(44.4%) when distracted and interrupted. This finding was significant with a
p-value = 0.020. These results were expected given the findings in the literature
review for other domains and based on theories. All distractions and interruptions
were timed with respect to critical decision making steps and remembering the
prospective memory task to maximize their disruptive effects. The most salient and
appealing distraction, the side communication, had the largest impact proportionate to
all the distractions. The first question, which was complex and similar to the surgical
task at hand, had the most disruptive effect of the two interrupting questions.
For collateral damage measured by blood loss, there was no significant effect
(p-value = 0.076) for the difference in blood loss when the surgeon was distracted and
interrupted. The likely reason for this different significance, as compared to the
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number of major errors, was due to some of the major errors damaging only the
cystic and common bile ducts, thereby releasing bile when ruptured without blood
loss. Because of this lack of blood loss for a portion of the major errors, the variable
for blood loss was considered to be an incomplete measure of surgical task
performance.
The next important finding relative to error rates was forgetting the prospective
memory task when distracted and interrupted. In this study, 4 out of 18 participants
(22.2%) forgot the prospective memory task in the non-distracted/uninterrupted
conditions, and 10 out of 18 (55.6%) forgot when distracted and interrupted. Thus, the
results indicated that prospective memory task retention declined significantly
(p-value = 0.035) when distracted and interrupted. While there may be a combined
effect of the distractions and interruptions with respective to forgetting the prospective
memory task, the second interrupting question and the dropped metal tray were timed
to occur just before the visual cue was reached for the prospective memory task. The
second interrupting question, which was not similar to the task or technically difficult,
was intended to relax the surgical task performer as well as distract her or him prior to
the dropped metal tray. The dropped metal tray was intended to produce a startle
reflex or response by the surgeon. While there were only a few minor startle or reflex
responses observed by the participants, the side communication and dropped metal
tray may have contributed directly to forgetting the prospective memory task.
A second factor of interest for the research study was the experience levels of
the surgeons. With increased experience, task performers were anticipated to have
developed more automatic skills and thus be more resistant to distractions and
interruptions, although there are competing effects as covered in the literature review.
In summary, there were no significant effects on the three error rates shown with
different experience levels in the presence of distractions and interruptions. The
difference in surgical error rates between the two levels of experience (2nd and 3rd year
residents) while distracted and interrupted was not significant (p-value = 0.637).
Similarly, there was no significant difference in blood loss between the two experience
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levels (p-value = 0.947). Lastly, there was no significant effect (p-value ≈ 1) for
prospective memory task retention between experience levels. One possible reason
for lack of significance was not sufficient separation in the experience levels with only
two years of difference in the study. However, there was a significant subtask time
difference associated with experience levels as presented in the next section.

TASK TIMES
Results indicated there was no significant difference (p-value = 0.279) in total
task times for the simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomies due to the presence of
distractions and interruptions. This result suggested that the surgical task performers
multi-tasked or time-shared during the distractions and interruptions per the multiple
resource theory (Wickens & Hollands, 2000). For example, the auditory and verbal
parts of the distractions and interruptions primarily coincided with spatial tasks being
performed by the surgeon. In addition, the combined time for the distractions and
interruptions was a relatively small portion of the total task time. Between experience
levels, there was no significant difference (p-value = 0.172) in total task times when
distracted or interrupted.
The time for a subtask (cauterizing) during the surgical procedure took
significantly longer (p-value = 0.002) when distracted and interrupted. In this study,
the cauterizing time increased 23% on average when distracted and interrupted. This
result indicated a subtask was slowed when simultaneously performed with a
distraction and interruption, potentially due to inefficiencies or interferences from
multi-task sharing (Pashler et al., 1993; Levy & Pashler, 2001). Comparisons of
cauterizing times yielded the only significant difference for experience level. When
distracted and interrupted, the average increase in cauterizing time was 4 seconds for
3rd year residents as compared to an average increase of 18 seconds for 2nd year
residents. This difference between experience levels was significant with a
p-value = 0.028. This result indicated that the more experienced group of surgeons
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may have more developed automatic skills to potentially deal with distractions and
interruptions on a multi-task sharing basis (Rasmussen, 1983).
Post hoc analysis indicated a potentially interesting finding relative to the
dependency of errors and total task time for the distracted/interrupted conditions. The
10 participants who produced error-free outcomes when distracted took 1.1 minutes
longer than when not distracted. Conversely, the 7 participants who completed the
procedure but had major errors while distracted decreased their total task time by 0.8
minutes when distracted. This dependency was marginally significant with a
p-value = 0.043. The finding was important in that it provided evidence of a speedaccuracy tradeoff between successful and unsuccessful performers while distracted
(Wickens & Hollands, 2000).

FATIGUE LEVELS AND DISTRACTIBILITY TRAITS
The research study also explored the effects of individual task factors
concerning fatigue and personal distractibility with respect to distractions and
interruptions. For the measures of fatigue level (including sleepiness) and
distractibility traits, there were no significant effects (all p-values > 0.15 for fatigue
and > 0.6 for distractibility) relevant to distractions and interruptions. However, there
was a very interesting dependency observed with respect to time of day when each
experiment was conducted. While distracted, all 8 errors occurred after 1 pm, but only
2 out of the 10 successful outcomes occurred after 1 pm. This dependency with time
of day was significant (p-value = 0.001). Dependency with time on duty, relative to
when the participant reported to work the day of the experiment, was not significant
(p-value = 0.153). Nonetheless, this result indicated that there may have been another
unknown factor associated with time of day, such as fatigue, blood sugar (e.g.,
whether or not lunch was eaten and when), or personality trait (e.g., procrastination).
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CONCURRENT TASK MANAGEMENT MODEL
The research study demonstrated the utility of applying a concurrent task
management model (CTM) as a framework to categorize post-experiment remarks by
the task performers, particularly in terms of learning from the successful surgeons
about how to respond to distracted and interrupted conditions. The latter may be
beneficial for future training with respect to distractions and interruptions in an OR.
While the CTM model was useful as a framework to categorize proper and improper
task performer actions, the IDEFØ model for CTM was not fully utilized in this study.
Further work with mapping the participants’ reactions and comments with respect to
this model is an opportunity for future research.

STUDY LIMITATIONS
The biggest limitation of the study was out of necessity. Because of concern
about patient safety, experiments with distractions and interruptions could not be
conducted in an OR. Thus, the principal limitation to the research study was being
conducted in the laboratory with a virtual reality surgical simulator. Surgical
simulators have been demonstrated to have face and construct validity (Van Dongen et
al., 2007; Duffy et al., 2005). In addition, the virtual reality surgical simulator had
advantages as compared to a mechanical box simulator, primarily in terms of objective
performance measurement. Nonetheless, the simulated procedure was not a true or
real surgical experience.
Similarly, the distractions and interruptions were situational and not real life
occurrences. For example, while some of the participants believed the side
communication to be real, others knew it was canned or made up. Regardless of each
participant’s perception, it was effective in capturing their attention. Additionally, the
participants likely knew they were being judged with respect to performance, but only
one realized it was distractions in the end. Others thought they were being judged on
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their quality of answers; how to deal with difficult situations; or how to estimate ¾
completion of separating the gallbladder from the liver. Despite this being a
simulation, the resident surgeons exhibited pride in their work, and it is believed that
they performed to the best of their abilities.
The research study may be limited by the sample size, although compelling
evidence of statistical significance was attained. With respect to the population of
participants recruited, the biggest limitation was range of experience levels. Since no
statistical significance was shown for most measures relative to experience level, this
is a future opportunity for research.
Finally, the scheduled times for each participant were not randomized but
arranged according to participant’s availability and convenience in addition to the
availability of the OHSU simulation laboratory (e.g., not available Monday mornings)
and the observer. Self-scheduling primarily by the participants may have been a
confounding factor in the time of day dependency with respect to major errors while
distracted. Future research opportunities exist to determine in the time of day
dependency is reproducible based on randomized scheduled times for all experiments.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions and recommendations are presented in this chapter before
closing with final comments.

CONCLUSIONS
For the first published time without confounding factors present, this study
demonstrated that realistic distractions and interruptions in an OR likely produce
adverse effects on surgical task performance. In addition, this research was the first
reported study to include realistic interruptions in an OR environment, and this may
have been key to showing a significant effect. When distracted and interrupted,
almost half of the surgeons committed major errors in the simulated surgical
procedure, while only about 5% of the surgeons committed errors in the non-distracted
and uninterrupted conditions. Lastly, this research confirmed the high level priority
set by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to reduce distractions
and interruptions in an OR to improve patient safety (AHRQ, 2003).
Regarding the second hypothesis, two-year experience levels did not produce
different outcomes in terms of increased surgical error rates when distracted and
interrupted. One significant difference in a subtask time was determined for the two
years of experience, thereby providing evidence that increased multi-tasking occurred
with the higher level of experience.
Remembering prospective memory tasks was also unfavorably impacted by the
presence of distractions and interruptions. Slightly over half the participants forgot the
prospective memory task when distracted and interrupted versus approximately onefifth forgetting in undisturbed conditions. This finding may have implications
regarding patient safety in the event that a patient has a unique condition, which needs
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to be remembered at a certain point in the surgical procedure, in order to be treated
properly.
One of the most striking findings of this research was the prevalence of errors
that happened when distracted after 1 pm. Despite not showing significant effect due
to task performer fatigue or time on duty, this time of day dependency indicated there
may have been an unknown factor present that increased the likelihood of errors when
distracted later in the day versus earlier.
Another interesting finding, although moderately significant, was that the
successful task performers took longer to complete the surgical procedure and to
resolve distractions and interruptions. Conversely, the unsuccessful participants
actually reduced their times under distracted conditions. This finding provided some
evidence of speed-accuracy tradeoff as a common human fallibility.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings from this study generated several recommendations for future
research to be presented in this section.
The research study tested a narrow range of experience levels and ages for
surgeons in their early careers. Other research indicated declining performance with
increased age in the presence of distractions and interruptions (West, 1999; Barr &
Giambra, 1990; Campbell et al., 2010; Lustig et al., 2006). There may be an optimal
experience and age level to perform effectively in the presence of distractions and
interruptions, and this research may have been below that optimum. Beyond this
optimal level, increased age should have a significant effect due to declining working
memory capacity (Kliegel & Jäger, 2006; Rabbit, 1965). In addition, older task
performers showed a tendency for declining prospective memory task retention
(Einstein et al., 2000; Kliegel & Jäger, 2006). Another factor with increased
experience and age may be the development and use of compensatory actions. In
other words, older performers may have compensatory actions in place to mitigate the
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effects of distractions and interruptions. As a result, future research opportunities
include testing a wider range in experience and age to determine if an optimal range
in experience and age exists and if performance eventually starts to decline.
The increased frequency of error dependency on the time of day requires
follow-up research to ensure reproducibility and to determine if there was an unknown
factor causing this interaction. The model developed with virtual reality surgical
simulators could be applied for this future research. It is also suggested to randomly
schedule the times for experiments to remove self-scheduling by the participants as a
potentially confounding factor.
There are several research opportunities to improve training to mitigate the
adverse effects of distractions and interruptions. Training in distracted and interrupted
conditions using a surgical task simulator may reduce adverse impacts of distractions
and interruptions similar to that shown by Szafranski et al., (2009) with virtual reality
peg transfers. Perhaps lessons could be gained from collegiate and professional sports
on the training of athletes to be impervious to hostile crowd noise (Taylor & Wilson,
2005). Finally with respect to training for OR distractions and interruptions,
concurrent task management training could be conducted with surgeons similar to the
aviation study described in Bishara and Funk (2002); Hoover and Russ-Eft (2005);
and Hoover and Funk (2005).
Despite not finding effects with respect to fatigue levels and personal traits,
there may be potential in this area for future research with the proper measures of
fatigue and personal traits. To better control fatigue, participants could be tested
before and after their 24-hour call duty. Additionally, other research indicates that
personality traits, such as introvert or extrovert characteristics, may be a factor in
dealing with distractions (Furnham & Bradley, 1997).
With the data collected in this study, there is the potential to perform
multivariate analysis to determine if factors in combination (e.g., fatigue and
distractibility) interact to cause significant effects. Additionally, the data could be
analyzed to determine if the high incident rate of failing to remember prospective
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errors was correlated with committing a major error earlier in the same surgical
procedure.
The IDEFØ model was not fully utilized to study the participants’ reactions
and comments. The IDEFØ model may need to be taken to another level of detail, and
the controls (e.g., task factors and personal factors) may need to be expanded.
Finally, this research methodology has the potential to be applied in other
domains (e.g., aviation) that have virtual reality simulator technology.

FINAL COMMENTS
Surgeons are highly capable and effective task performers, both in terms of
mental capacity and hand-eye coordination abilities. During this experiment, the
surgeons were observed to be very focused on the task at hand, which was a key to
being resistant to the effects of distractions and interruptions. Nonetheless, surgeons
are humans too and still subject to human fallibilities with respect to distractions and
interruptions. In the surgical domain, increased awareness about the adverse impacts
of distractions and interruptions, combined with further research and effective
training, should mitigate these adverse impacts and improve patient safety in an OR.
Finally, it is hoped that these results are not taken or quoted out of context.
While almost half of the simulated surgical procedures had errors when distracted and
interrupted, it must be noted that the distractions and interruptions were timed to occur
at critical points and occurred more frequently than observed in an OR. In addition,
this study was limited to surgeons in training. Consequently, these results were not
intended to infer that almost half of all surgical procedures that have distractions and
interruptions are expected to have major errors.
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APPENDIX 1: Questionnaire for Test Participants
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Test participant information collected prior to experiment
Year of residency

_____ year

Age

_____ years

Gender

Male _____

Female _____

Have you previously performed a laparoscopic cholecystectomy on LapSim?
___Yes ___No
Do you have more than one hour of prior experience on LapSim?
___Yes ___No
What is the number of consecutive days on duty prior to day of test?
_____ days
What is the number of days since your last 24-hour on-call duty?
_____ days
How many hours of sleep did you have during the night prior to day of test?
_____ hours
How many hours of sleep do you normally have during nights prior to duty?
_____ hours
Select one response to each of the following statements that best describes your
present condition of fatigue or lack of rest:
Strongly
Strongly
disagree
agree
I am having difficulty concentrating.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I am making slips of the tongue in saying words.

1

2

3

4

5

6

I am finding it difficult to find the right word.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Select one of the following responses that best describes your condition of alertness:
Feeling active, vital, alert, or wide awake

_____

Functioning at high levels, but not at peak

_____

Awake, but relaxed; responsive but not fully alert

_____

Somewhat foggy, let down

_____

Sleepy, woozy, fighting sleep onset

_____
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Test participant information collected prior to experiment (Continued)
The following questions are about minor mistakes which everyone makes from time to
time, but some of which happen more often than others. How often have these things
happened to you in the past 6 months? Please circle the appropriate number.
Never
1

Very Occasion
rarely -ally

Quite
often

Very
often

Do you read something and
find you haven’t been
thinking about it and must
read it again?

0

1

2

3

4

Do you find you forget why
you went from one part of
the house to the other?

0

1

2

3

4

Do you fail to hear people
speaking to you when you
are doing something else?

0

1

2

3

4

Do you find you forget
which way to turn on a road
you know well but rarely
use?

0

1

2

3

4

Do you fail to see what you
want in a supermarket
(although it’s there)?

0

1

2

3

4

Do you find yourself
suddenly wondering whether
you’ve used a word
correctly?

0

1

2

3

4

7

Do you have trouble making
up your mind?

0

1

2

3

4

8

Do you find you forget
appointments?

0

1

2

3

4

9

Do you forget where you put
something like a newspaper
or a book?

0

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

5

6
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Test participant information collected prior to experiment (Continued)
Never
10 Do you find you accidentally
throw away the thing you
want and keep what you
meant to throw away – as in
the example of throwing
away the matchbox and
putting the used match in
your pocket?

Very Occasion
rarely -ally

Quite
often

Very
often

0

1

2

3

4

Do you daydream when you
ought to be listening to
something?

0

1

2

3

4

Do you start doing one thing
at home and get distracted
into doing something else
(unintentionally)?

0

1

2

3

4

Do you find you can’t quite
remember something
although it’s “on the tip of
your tongue”?

0

1

2

3

4

14 Do you find you forget what
you came to the shops to
buy?

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

11

12

13

15

Do you find you can’t think
of anything to say?
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Data Collection Form for the Pilot Study
Participant ID:

Order:

Date:

__

Time:

_

Part 1
Start timer: ________
Gallbladder is grabbed: ________
Reaching: ________

Reaction: Y

N

________________________

Cell ringing: ________ Reaction: Y

N

________________________

Person entry: ________Reaction: Y

N

________________________

Communication - Start:________ End:________
Reaction: Y N _____________
___________________________________________________________________________
First clip placed: ________
1st question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: _______________________
___________________________________________________________________________
End timer: ________

Part 2
Start timer: ________
Cauterizing begins: ________
2nd question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: ______________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Dropped tray: ________
Reaction: Y N
_____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________

End timer: ________

Part 1
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: _____________________________

Part 2
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: ____________________________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________
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Data Collection Form for the Pilot Study (Continued)
Participant ID:

Order:

Date:

__

Time:

_

Part 1
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: _____________________________

Part 2
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: ____________________________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________

Part 1
Start timer: ________
Gallbladder is grabbed: ________
Reaching: ________

Reaction: Y

N

________________________

Cell ringing: ________ Reaction: Y

N

________________________

Person entry: ________Reaction: Y

N

________________________

Communication - Start:________ End:________
Reaction: Y N _____________
___________________________________________________________________________
First clip placed: ________
1st question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: _______________________
___________________________________________________________________________
End timer: ________

Part 2
Start timer: ________
Cauterizing begins: ________
2nd question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: ______________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Dropped tray: ________

Reaction: Y

N

_____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
3/4 Announcement: Y
End timer: ________

N

________
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LAY LANGUAGE PROTOCOL SUMMARY

Principal Investigator: Dr. John G. Hunter
Study/Protocol Title:

IRB#: 3824

Effects of Distractions and Interruptions in the OR

Please answer all of the following questions using lay language, similar to the language
used in a consent form. Please number your responses.
1. Briefly describe the purpose of this protocol.
Distractions and interruptions, such as cell phone rings and unrelated questions, are
common events in the Operating Room (OR). One recent study observed about one
distraction every three minutes in the OR [1]. Distractions and interruptions
increase the chance of human errors by diverting the attention of the operator or by
causing slips in memory [2]. For example in a study of airline events, distractions
were involved in almost two-thirds of flight crew errors [3]. Distractions are
becoming of interest in the medical field with little research done to date [4]. The
purpose of this protocol is to determine if common distractions and interruptions
increase the chance of surgical errors. If we find that surgeons perform less well
when subjected to distractions and interruptions, we will conduct further studies to
determine if any harmful effects can be reduced with training. If successful, these
research findings could be included in surgeon training to reduce the chance of
surgical errors due to distractions and interruptions in the OR. Thus, patient safety
would be improved.
2. Briefly summarize how participants are recruited.
We will recruit participants from 2nd, 3rd, and 4th year residents at OHSU who are
trained in the surgical skills to be tested. If needed for statistics, research and/or
chief residents may be enrolled to supplement the 3rd and 4th year resident
populations. Participation will be voluntary. All subjects will receive a $10 coffee
card for their time.
3. Briefly describe the procedures subjects will undergo.
The subjects will surgically remove a gallbladder on a virtual reality simulator. The
virtual reality simulator uses a computer to model the patient and surgery. Thus, no
patients will be involved. The virtual reality simulator, called LapVR, is used by
OHSU’s Department of General Surgery for training.
About 10-12 participants from each of the three levels of residency (total of 30-36
residents) will perform the simulated procedure without distractions or interruptions
to set a baseline for statistical analyses. The same participants will also perform the
simulated procedure, but will be subjected to distractions and interruptions. The
distractions will be a cell phone ring that is not answered by the receiver, a side
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conversation, a dropped item, and a person moving near the subject. The
interruptions will consist of the subject being stopped during the procedure to
answer questions about an earlier step in the procedure and to answer urgent
care questions about a theoretical patient who underwent a similar surgical
procedure. Finally, a memory task will be assigned for the subject to remember to
give notice when the procedure is nearing completion. If this experiment indicates
that these distractions or interruptions have the potential to increase surgical errors, a
second phase will be conducted to determine if training can reduce any harmful
effects. For this second phase of experiments, subjects will conduct the simulated
procedure with identical distractions and interruptions, but be trained beforehand
using human factor concepts.
4. If applicable, briefly describe survey/interview instruments used.
We will collect data about the subjects using written questionnaires before and
interviews after the experiments. Information to be collected about the subjects will
be their year of residency, age, sex, and level of experience with the LapVR
simulator. (All data collected during the experiment will be coded with an index
number and treated anonymously.) Prior to the experiment, we will ask the subjects
to state their level of rest or fatigue and to complete a standard questionnaire to
measure distractibility [5]. After the experiment, we will ask the subjects open
questions about their reactions to or thoughts about the distractions and
interruptions.
5. If this is a clinical trial using an experimental drug and/or device, or an approved
drug and/or device used for an unapproved purpose, briefly describe the drug and/or
device.
Not applicable.
6. Briefly describe how the data will be analyzed to address the purpose of the
protocol.
We will statistically compare the results with and without distractions or
interruptions. A three factor experiment will be conducted with all subjects
performing under all test conditions. The main factor or independent variable will
be the presence or absence of distraction or interruption. The second factor or
independent variable will be the three skill levels associated with the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
year residents. The third factor will be their level of distractibility (high or low)
based on the responses in the questionnaire. The dependent variables of interest will
be task performance scores computed by the virtual reality simulator, measured
elapsed times for the simulated procedures, and whether the memory task was
remembered. To determine if any observed differences in the experimental results
are due to chance, a standard statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) will be
performed with a 95% confidence level. This analysis addresses the purpose of this
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protocol by determining if the difference in task performance scores and completion
times are statistically significant for the cases with the distractions or
interruptions.
References
[1] Healey, A.N., Sevdalis, N., and Vincent, C.A. (2006). Measuring intra-operative
interference from distraction and interruption observed in the operating theatre.
Ergonomics, 49(5-6), 589-604.
[2] Reason, J. (1990). Human Error. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
[3] Dismukes, R. K., Young, G., and Sumwalt, R. (1998). Cockpit interruptions and
distractions: Effective management requires a careful balancing act. ASRS Directline, 10.
[4] Goodell, K.H., Cao, C.G.L., and Schwaitzberg, S.D. (2006). Effects of cognitive
distraction on performance of laparoscopic surgical tasks. Journal of Laparoendoscopic
& Advanced Surgical Techniques, 16(2), 94-98.
[5] Pollina, L.K., Greene, A.L., Tunick, R. H., and Puckett, J.M. (1992). Dimensions of
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OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY
Research Study Information Sheet
RESEARCH STUDY TITLE: Evaluation of Operating Room Environment
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

John G. Hunter, MD (503) 494-7758

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

Donn Spight, MD (503) 418-8109
Vincent Harrison, MD (503) 494-7184
Thai Pham, MD (503) 494-8330
Kenneth Funk II, PhD (541) 737-2357
Robin L. Feuerbacher, PhD Student (541) 740-3840

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY?
The purpose of this research study is to assess surgical task performance and decision-making
in an operating room environment. The knowledge gained from this research study might
improve the operating room environment with respect to patient safety.
WHY AM I BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY?
You are being invited to take part in this research study because you are a 2nd, 3rd, 4th year
resident, research resident or chief resident in OHSU’s Department of Surgery. You are
expected to be capable of performing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy (surgical removal of the
gallbladder). Participation in this research study is voluntary.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND HOW LONG WILL
IT TAKE?
If you agree to take part in this research study, you will perform three simulated laparoscopic
cholecystectomy procedures on the LapVR virtual reality trainer in a laboratory setting.
During the simulated procedures, you may be asked questions by the observer which you
should answer to the best of your capabilities. Prior to the simulated procedures, you will
complete a brief questionnaire. Following completion of the simulated procedures, you will
answer oral questions. Participation will last for 45 to 60 minutes.
WHAT ARE THE RISKS AND POTENTIAL DISCOMFORTS OF THIS RESEARCH
STUDY?
There are no foreseeable risks in participating in this research study nor are there any potential
discomforts.
WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING?
You will be compensated with a $10 coffee card for participating in this research study. In
addition, one participant will be randomly drawn at the end of the study to receive a $100 gift
card.
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WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION I GIVE OR GENERATE?
The data collected in this research study may be published. However, your name, personal
information, and individual results will not be included in any published articles. For
statistical analysis, individual data will be coded according to arbitrarily assigned numbers and
stored within computer files. Only the principal investigator and co-investigators have access
to these data.
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OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY
Last Study Visit Debriefing Handout
Thank you for volunteering to be in this study. Today is your last day of the study,
and there will be no further visits. We need to inform you that we were not entirely
forthright about the purpose of this study. While this study is about surgical task
performance and decision-making in an operating room (OR), as we informed you at
first, it is really aimed at the effects of distractions and interruptions in an operating
room.
The purpose of this study is to determine if common distractions and interruptions
increase the chance of surgical errors in an OR. If we find that surgeons perform less
well when subjected to distractions and interruptions, we will conduct further studies
to determine if any harmful effects can be reduced. If successful, these research
findings may be included in training to reduce the chance of surgical errors due to
distractions and interruptions in an OR. Thus, the goal is to improve patient safety
while reducing stress on the surgeons.
For us to measure the effects of distractions and interruptions in an OR, it is necessary
that our participants be told that we are evaluating something else in order to not
anticipate the distractions and interruptions. In this case, we told you that we are
studying decision-making, which is a factor with respect to distractions and
interruptions. We then compare the difference in the results on the simulator trainer
without and with distractions or interruptions. Unfortunately, if we were to inform
you about the true intent of the study at the start, the research would not be possible
because people’s awareness of the intention of the study impacts the outcome of the
study.
The issue of honesty with research participants is taken very seriously. All research at
OHSU, including this study, has been approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) composed of people from varied perspectives including non-scientists and
community representatives.
We very much appreciate your willingness to participate in research and thank you for
your time and cooperation. We hope that you feel your participation has been
worthwhile and we apologize for any ill feelings you may have regarding the
deception.
If you have any questions or concerns about your participation in the study, please
contact Dr. John Hunter at (503) 494-7758, or the OHSU IRB at (503) 494-1767.
Please do not tell anyone who might be a prospective study participant that this is a
deception study, or any of the details. Thank you!
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APPENDIX 4: Data Collection Form for the Research Study
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Data Collection Form for the Research Study
Participant ID:

Order:

Date:

Time:

_

Trial 1
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: _______________________
Number of times liver burned: ________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________

Trial 2
Start timer: ________
Reaching: ________

Reaction: Y

N

___________________________

Cell ringing: ________

Reaction: Y

N

___________________________

1st question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: ________________
____________________________________________________________________
Person entry: ________

Reaction: Y

N

________________________

Communication - Start:________ End:________ Reaction: Y N __________
____________________________________________________________________
First clip placed: __________

Final clip placed: _________

2nd question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: _______________
____________________________________________________________________
Dropped tray: ________
Reaction: Y N ____________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Number of times liver burned: _________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________

End timer: ________
Trial 3
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: _______________________
____________________________________________________________________
Number of times liver burned: _________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________
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Data Collection Form for the Research Study (Continued)
Participant ID:

Order:

Date:

Time:

_

Trial 1
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: _______________________
Number of times liver burned: ________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________

Trial 3
Start timer: ________ End timer: ________ Events: _______________________
____________________________________________________________________
Number of times liver burned: _________
3/4 Announcement: Y

N

________

Trial 2
Start timer: ________
Reaching: ________

Reaction: Y

N

___________________________

Cell ringing: ________

Reaction: Y

N

___________________________

1st question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: ________________
____________________________________________________________________
Reaction: Y

Person entry: ________

N

________________________

Communication - Start:________ End:________ Reaction: Y N __________
____________________________________________________________________
First clip placed: __________

Final clip placed: _________

2nd question asked - Start:________ End:________ Response: _______________
____________________________________________________________________
Dropped tray: ________
Reaction: Y N ____________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Number of times liver burned: _________
3/4 Announcement: Y
End timer: ________

N

__________
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APPENDIX 5: IDEFØ Process Model for Concurrent Task Management
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APPENDIX 6: Summary of Data Collected for the Research Study

Summary of Data Collected for the Research Study
ID
No.

Subject
ID

Case

Total Task
Time (min)

Cauterizing
Time (sec)

Blood
Loss (ml)

Remember
PM Task

1

RY01

D

7.250

71.308

0.000

N

RY01

N

6.117

79.373

0.000

N

2

R201

N

4.817

47.910

6.290

N

R201

D

6.350

73.446

0.000

Y

3

R202

D

5.317

45.802

2.061

N

R202

N

5.267

27.051

0.000

Y

R203

D

9.533

77.035

0.000

N

R203

N

6.467

43.669

0.000

N

R204

N

13.950

31.145

10.505

Y

R204

D

10.717

32.521

2.105

L

6

R205

N

10.617

63.922

0.000

Y

R205

D

9.800

100.596

0.000

Y

7

R301

N

9.733

40.692

2.064

N

R301

D

8.250

49.569

23.400

N

R206

N

5.500

25.582

12.750

Y

R206

D

6.500

27.016

31.043

L

R302

D

5.900

71.160

0.000

Y

R302

N

5.517

62.998

2.075

Y
Y - yes
N - no
L - late

4
5

8

9

Fatal/Major Error

Distraction &
Interruption Assoc.

Pushed through the Common Bile
Duct (Terminated session)

1st Question about
earlier patient (P)

Gouged liver causing excessive
bleeding

2nd Question about
choice of profession (P)

Broke cystic artery before clipping
probably by stretching

Side Communication
(P)

P for primary and
S for secondary
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Summary of Data Collected for the Research Study (Continued)
ID
No.

Subject
ID

Case

Total Task
Time (min)

Cauterizing
Time (sec)

Blood
Loss (ml)

Remember
PM Task

10

RY02

D

5.433

50.414

0.000

N

RY02

N

8.533

37.004

2.088

Y

R207

D

5.900

64.313

0.000

Y

R207

N

5.100

54.871

0.000

Y

RY03

N

8.383

42.158

2.123

Y

RY03

D

6.617

52.405

6.260

L

R208

N

5.250

41.508

14.657

Y

R208

D

5.900

61.762

16.788

Y

R209

D

7.533

61.936

0.000

Y

R209

N

4.200

58.741

0.000

Y

R303

D

7.500

41.857

6.247

Y

R303

N

6.417

40.828

0.000

Y

R304

N

6.667

54.284

0.000

Y

R304

D

6.900

50.444

0.000

L

R305

D

8.450

80.622

2.095

Y

R305

N

5.800

59.883

0.000

Y

R306

N

6.100

35.140

0.000

Y

R306

D

2.700

25.223

1046.285

N

11
12

13

14
15
16

17
18

Broke common bile duct by
stretching; nicked liver during removal

Cell Ringing (P) & Side
Communication (P)

Broke common bile duct by stretching
and jabbed liver during removal

Side Communication
(P) & 2nd Question (P)

Damaged Gallbladder by stretching
due to instrument hang up

Non-distracted case;
may be video problem

Clipped cystic artery twice (once on
proximal); cystic duct clipped 4 times

1st Question (P) & Side
Communication (S)

Broke cystic artery by stretching;
patient bled out

1st Question (P) & Side
Communication (S)
P for primary and
S for secondary
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Y - yes
N - no
L - late

Cut or broke cystic bile duct without
proper clipping

Distraction &
Interruption Assoc.
1st Question (P) & Side
Communication (S)

Fatal/Major Error
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APPENDIX 7: Comparisons and Tests for Normal Distributions
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Blood Loss Data
8
7
Frequency

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-5

0

5

10

15

20

More

Blood Loss (ml)

1100

QQ Normal Plot

900

500

300

100

-100
-2

-1

0

1

2

Normal Distribution

Blood Loss Residuals (ml) 17 Subjects
20

10
Residual

Blood Loss

700

0

-10

-20
0

5

10
Sequential Order

15
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Total Task Times Data
6

Frequency

5
4
3
2
1
0
-180

-120

-60

0

60

120

180

More

Difference in Task Time (D-DN, sec)

200

QQ Normal Plot

0

-100

-200

-2

-1

0

1

2

Normal Distribution

Total Task Time Residuals (seconds)
300
200
Residual

V1

100

100
0
-100
-200
-300
0

5

10
Sequential Order

15
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Cauterizing Times Data
7
6
Frequency

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

10

20

30

40

More

Difference in Cauterizing Times (sec)

40

QQ Normal Plot

30

V1

20

10

0

-10
-2

-1

0
Normal Distribution

1

2

Cauterizing Time Residuals (seconds)
30

Residual

20
10
0
-10
-20
0

5

10
Sequential Order

15
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APPENDIX 8: Participant Responses to Fatigue and Sleepiness Questionnaire

Participant Responses to Fatigue and Sleepiness Questionnaire - 2nd Year Residents
Participant ID
Date

R201
09/03/09

R202
10/05/09

R203
10/05/09

R204*D
10/06/09

R205
10/26/09

R206*D
11/05/09

R207
11/16/09

R208*D
01/12/10

R209
01/20/10

Time of Day

10:12:47

12:14:36

13:09:12

16:31:40

12:03:12

14:38:05

11:43:20

16:55:33

09:06:31

Year of residency

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Age

29

27

28

28

27

28

28

28

29

Gender
Previously performed lap chole on
LapVR
More than one hour of prior
LapVR experience
# consecutive days on duty
# of days since last 24-hour on-call
duty
Previous night's sleep duration
(hours)
Normal sleep duration (hours)

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

F

M

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

2

0

3

6

9

4

6

2

4

0

2

1

8

0

4

3

4

6

2

6

6

6

7

6

5.5

6.5

7

6.5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

6

Difficulty concentrating

2

1

4

2

3

2

3

4

2

Slips of the tongue in saying words

2

1

3

1

4

2

3

2

3

Difficulty to find right word

3

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

2

Average Fatigue Response

2.33

1.00

3.67

1.67

3.67

2.00

3.00

2.67

2.33

2

1

3

1

2

2

2

3

2

Fatigue (1 is low and 6 is high):

Sleepiness (1 is low and 5 is high)
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Participant Responses to Fatigue and Sleepiness Questionnaire - 3nd and ResearchYear Residents
Participant ID

R301*D

R302

R303

R304*ND

R305*D

R306*D

RY01

RY02*D

RY03*D

Date

10/28/09

11/09/09

02/09/10

02/15/10

03/30/10

03/31/10

06/24/09

11/12/09

11/23/09

Time of Day

14:10:04

12:16:07

10:16:22

11:12:34

14:54:16

12:58:23

16:11:45

14:31:20

14:00:33

Year of residency

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

5

4

Age

30

29

35

30

30

30

30

33

29

Gender
Previously performed lap chole on
LapVR
More than one hour of prior
LapVR experience
# consecutive days on duty
# of days since last 24-hour on-call
duty
Previous night's sleep duration
(hours)
Normal sleep duration (hours)

F

M

F

M

M

F

M

M

F

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

3

10

1

7

3

3

4

1

0

2

1

45

30

30

40

3

30

120

6

6

7

6

6

6

7

5

7

6

6

6.5

6

6

6

6

5

6

Difficulty concentrating

2

4

1

4

2

2

1

2

1

Slips of the tongue in saying words

1

3

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

Difficulty to find right word

1

2

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

Average Fatigue Response

1.33

3.00

1.00

3.33

1.33

1.33

1.00

1.33

1.00

1

2

1

3

2

2

1

2

2

Fatigue (1 is low and 6 is high):

Sleepiness (1 is low and 5 is high)
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APPENDIX 9: Participant Responses to Distractibility Questionnaire

Participant Responses to Distractibility Questionnaire - 2nd Year Residents
No.
1D
2D
3 MA
4 MA
5 MA
6D
7D
8 MA
9 MA
10 MA
11 D
12 D
13 D
14 MA
15 D

Participant ID
Do you read something and find you haven’t been thinking
about it and must read it again?
Do you find you forget why you went from one part of the
house to the other?
Do you fail to hear people speaking to you when you are
doing something else?
Do you find you forget which way to turn on a road you know
well but rarely use?
Do you fail to see what you want in a supermarket (although
it’s there)?
Do you find yourself suddenly wondering whether you’ve
used a word correctly?
Do you have trouble making up your mind?

R201

R202

R203

R204

R205

R206

R207

R208

R209

2

2

4

2

2

3

2

4

3

1

2

3

1

1

1

1

2

3

0

2

1

2

2

0

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

3

0

1

2

2

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

3

1

0

3

1

1

1

1

2

2

Do you find you forget appointments?
Do you forget where you put something like a newspaper or a
book?
Do you find you accidentally throw away the thing you want
and keep what you meant to throw away – as in the example
of throwing away the matchbox and putting the used match in
your pocket?
Do you daydream when you ought to be listening to
something?
Do you start doing one thing at home and get distracted into
doing something else (unintentionally)?
Do you find you can’t quite remember something although
it’s “on the tip of your tongue”?
Do you find you forget what you came to the shops to buy?

1

1

3

1

1

0

0

0

2

2

0

2

2

2

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

3

2

2

1

2

2

3

3

2

1

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

3

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

1

2

2
2

Do you find you can’t think of anything to say?

0 Never; 1 Very Rarely; 2 Occasionally; 3 Quite Often; 4 Very Often
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D for Distractibility and MA for Misdirected Action

Participant Responses to Distractibility Questionnaire - 3rd and Research Year Residents
No.
1D
2D
3 MA
4 MA
5 MA
6D
7D
8 MA
9 MA

10 MA

11 D
12 D
13 D
14 MA

R301

R302

R303

R304

R305

R306

RY1

RY2

RY3

2

3

2

4

3

2

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

0

3

2

2

3

1

0

2

0

2

0

2

1

3

2

0

0

0

2

0

2

1

2

1

0

0

0

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

3

2

3

2

2

2

1

Do you find you forget appointments?
Do you forget where you put something like a newspaper or a
book?
Do you find you accidentally throw away the thing you want
and keep what you meant to throw away – as in the example
of throwing away the matchbox and putting the used match in
your pocket?
Do you daydream when you ought to be listening to
something?
Do you start doing one thing at home and get distracted into
doing something else (unintentionally)?
Do you find you can’t quite remember something although it’s
“on the tip of your tongue”?
Do you find you forget what you came to the shops to buy?

3

1

2

0

3

1

1

2

1

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

1

3

0

2

2

1

1

0

0

1

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

3

2

2

2

3

2

1

2

1

0

1

2

1

1

1

0

0

Do you find you can’t think of anything to say?

0

2

3

2

1

1

1

2

1
1

D for Distractibility and MA for Misdirected Action

0 Never; 1 Very Rarely; 2 Occasionally; 3 Quite Often; 4 Very Often
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15 D

Participant ID
Do you read something and find you haven’t been thinking
about it and must read it again?
Do you find you forget why you went from one part of the
house to the other?
Do you fail to hear people speaking to you when you are
doing something else?
Do you find you forget which way to turn on a road you know
well but rarely use?
Do you fail to see what you want in a supermarket (although
it’s there)?
Do you find yourself suddenly wondering whether you’ve
used a word correctly?
Do you have trouble making up your mind?
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APPENDIX 10: Participant Responses to Post-Experiment Interview Questions

Reactions to Distractions and Interruptions

ID
R201
R202

Reaction
to
reaching
None
None

Reaction to cell
phone ringing
None
None

Reaction to
person entry
None
None

Reaction to side conversation
None
None

4

R203

None

None

None

None

5

R204*D

None

None

Yes, looked at
distracter at the
beginning

Appeared to be listening in

Order
No.
2
3

6

8

R205

R206*D

None

None

None

None

None

Yes, looked at
distracter at the
beginning

Reaction to dropped tray
None
None
None, but he had looked
down at foot pedal
simultaneously and may
have moved the foot pedal
causing a sound
None

Stated that Hillary will be secretary of
state and the other patient was more
important to get information on;
basically cut off conversation and asked
for update on other patient in recovery
room
Participated in the conversation and said
that is wild; later asked if it was staged
but then said “oh no” as he damaged the
cystic artery

11

R207

None

None

None

Smiled

13
14

R208*D
R209

None
None

None
None

None
None

None
Yes, smiling

7

R301*D

None

None

None

None but cystic bile duct started leaking
after clip

None

None
None but was talking right
after it
None
None
None as fluid was pooling
and asked if it needed to be
suctioned
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Reactions to Distractions and Interruptions (Continued)

Order
No.
9

15

16
1

10

ID
R302

R303

R304*N
RY01

RY02*D

Reaction
to
reaching
None

None

None
None

None

Reaction to cell
phone ringing

Reaction to
person entry

Reaction to side conversation

None

None

Laughed

None

Smiled and
then looked at
the distracter

Smiling initially and looked at the
distracter; announced that she is not a fan
of politics in an OR and asked us to stop!
Asked how the other patient in recovery
was doing.

Looked at the
distracter at the
end

Looked at distracter and smiled at the
end

None

None

None

Broke cystic duct at the sound of the
person entry; this is probably a carryover
from not clipping the duct properly
because of the first question

None
None

None

12

RY03*D

None

17

R305*D

None

Damaged
common bile duct
causing procedure
to be terminated
None

18

R306*D

None

None

None
None
Looked at the
distracter at the
end

Replied “wow” before observer could
say wow and asked “why”
Smiling
Smiling; asks for real before observer
says wow; later asks if she was serious

Reaction to dropped tray
Stopped talking when tray
dropped

None, but asked how the
other patient was doing
None
None. He was having
trouble adjusting the camera
at the end.

None
Gave out a small laugh at
the sound of tray
None
None
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Interview Responses to Post-Experiment Interview Questions

Order
No.

ID

What were your thoughts
regarding the first distraction
(visual reaching)?

What were your thoughts regarding the
second distraction (ringing cell phone)?
No real reaction but thought it was a real
conversation, observer's wife calling
perhaps
Heard it but discounted it as not relevant
Initially thought it was real and one of the
observer's phone calls

What were your thoughts regarding the
first interruption (question about patient in
recovery
This disturbed him a little since he had to
evaluate what to do during current procedure

2

R201

No, he was too focused on
procedure

3

R202

No

4

R203

No

5

R204*D

Saw it but it had no bearing on
procedure

He did notice it and said it was common
place occurrence in an OR

6

R205

Saw it happen but discounted it

He heard the cell and wondered why
observer's cell phone was going off during
experiment.

Was very concerned and considered whether
to go to the recovery room

Heard it but no biggie

Did distract his thoughts due to processing
information and using critical thinking.
Normally stops in OR environment to decide
and respond.

Did notice it but ignored it. He
saw post-it on screen at the
onset. (He was very observant
as he noticed other clamps on
LapVR which no one else had
asked about.)
Saw the reach but did not know
what the observer was doing
Noticed the reaching and
wondered why observer was
doing that; so this distracted her

8

R206*D

11

R207

13

R208*D

14

R209

No

Heard the cell phone ringing and it is
certainly a distraction

7

R301*D

No

Heard that but it is normal in an OR

Heard the cell phone ringing and thought it
was real
She heard the phone ringing but discounted
it

Made him think about what to prescribe
It took away his thoughts from the current
procedure
He thought this was just a coincidence that he
pushed through the bile duct at this point in
time; he did give a detailed response prior to
this occurring.
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It was a perplexing question as they usually
call the anesthesiologist
This definitely slowed her down causing her
to think about other patient since that was
important too
Was distracting because it takes away
attention
Thought what was the safest thing to do and
was surprised that the observer was called

Interview Responses to Post-Experiment Interview Questions (Continued)

Order
No.

ID

9

R302

15

R303

What were your thoughts
regarding the first distraction
(visual reaching)?
Noticed the reaching but it was
no bother
No, definitely unaware

What were your thoughts regarding the
second distraction (ringing cell phone)?
Noticed the cell ringing; thought it was an
actual cell phone call but he dismissed it
Noticed the cell ringing, but that happens
in an OR all the time and she tuned it out

16

R304*N

No

1

RY01

Noticed it but dismissed it as not
relevant

Definitely distracting and it happens all the
time in an OR; when the phone rings, one's
mind thinks it is for her or himself and the
person wonders what the phone call or
page is about
Heard the phone call and thought it was
legitimate

10

RY02*D

No

Yes he heard it but ignored it

12

RY03*D

No

She noticed the cell phone and said that
this may have contributed to the common
bile duct damage

17

R305*D

No

Yes, did notice but no reaction

18

R306*D

She noticed but used to
movement in an OR

Noticed but did not bother her, but adds to
all the distractions

What were your thoughts regarding the
first interruption (question about patient in
recovery
The is was more distracting as he was trying
to formulate plan
It is distracting but necessary interruption; she
makes sure things are stable in current case
before responding
Question bothered him because it takes away
your mind on the surgical task at hand
This concerned him and he thought about
what to advise
He thought this question was distracting and it
may have contributed to not clipping the
cystic duct properly
Trying to focus on answering the question and
did not know where it was going since the
anesthesiologist is normally there in the
recovery room to respond
It was an interruption as it is true with calls in
OR; forces you to think (this led to placing 4
clips on the cystic duct and only 2 clips on
cystic artery; may have overlapped with side
conversation)
Little time to respond since she broke the
cystic artery then
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Interview Responses to Post-Experiment Interview Questions (continued)

Order
No.

ID

2

R201

3

R202

4

R203

5

R204*D

6

R205

8

R206*D

11

R207

What were your thoughts
regarding the third distraction
(side conversation)?
He heard it but ignored it as
irrelevant. (This person did not
seem to be too social.)
Conversation was interesting and
he listened in
He claimed to be used to these
types of conversations in an OR
Was listening in and thought it
was funny
Thought it was appropriate to
stop the side conversation due to
the other patient in the recovery
room
Yes, topic was distracting.
Unlike the patient question, there
was possibly attention distraction
as he was pulling on gallbladder
and subsequently damaged cystic
duct leading to an oh no!
Thought the conversation was
interesting; although he concedes
it was a distraction, he felt it
might have a Hawthorne type of
effect in that he concentrated
harder on the surgical procedure

What were your thoughts regarding the
second interruption (question about
choice of profession)?

What were your thoughts regarding the
fourth distraction (dropped metal tray)?

This did not bother him as he recognized
that it was superfluous

No

Happens a lot and he has a canned answer

Heard the dropped tray but ignored it

Made him think of a response

Noticed it; if in an OR he would have
wondered if essential equipment or instrument
was damaged and wondered how they would
improvise

Thought this was a diversion

Noticed and he may have jumped in response

Deferred this question but stated he would
talk about it in a minute. Very good
response!

Did not notice it

This is a common question and did not
bother him as he gave a quick response
without thinking.

He noticed the sound of the dropped tray

Used to this type of question and has a
canned response

Heard it as it was loud but ignored it
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Interview Responses to Post-Experiment Interview Questions (continued)

Order
No.

ID

13

R208*D

14

R209

7

R301*D

9

R302

15

R303

16

R304*N

What were your thoughts
regarding the third distraction
(side conversation)?
Listened to it and tried not to
react; this probably distracted her
since the clipped bile duct started
to leak and it may have been a
factor in the error
Heard and listened in the
conversation as he admitted to
smiling; admitted that it was a
little distracting
It was news but it was like
whatever as she did not care

Good question but easier to talk about this
then answering the first question since the
answer to second question is on top of her
mind

What were your thoughts regarding the
fourth distraction (dropped metal tray)?
That was loud and could have caused a
problem at a critical movement although she
admits that it may have been a factor in
forgetting the perspective memory task and
she did jab the liver

Yes, this was distracting because it is
important to him and he often doublechecks as to why

Noticed it but it did not bother him

She thought this was not distracting as she
is asked it a lot but this is when she gouged
the liver and caused bleeding

She heard it but no reaction

Slightly distracting but did not have to
think much about it to reply

Did not hear it

Not distracting, happens a lot in OR and
she tries not to give a long drawn answer
although it is an emotional issue

Did not hear because she was too focused

Was a bit of a distraction but does not take
much thinking to respond as he asked this a
lot

Head it but the sound did not bother him;
participant claimed to have figured out that it
was distractions at the end that was being
evaluated
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Laughed; used to these type of
conversations and it did bother
him
Politely asked for side
conversation to be discontinued
after she recognized it was a
political issue. Reminded her of
many occasions in an OR political discussion which led to
heated arguments' she is liberal
and does not involved in political
discussions
Claimed the side conversation
did not bother him as he blocked
it out; although as noted, he
looked at the distracter and
smiled at the end

What were your thoughts regarding the
second interruption (question about
choice of profession)?

Interview Responses to Post-Experiment Interview Questions (continued)

Order
No.

ID

1

RY01

10

RY02*D

12

RY03*D

17

R305*D

18

R306*D

What were your thoughts
regarding the third distraction
(side conversation)?
He thought this was staged but it
still caught his attention as he
listened in
Did not really listen to the side
conversation since this is when
the cystic duct started to leak
She thought wow and why
although she thought she stayed
focus and kept going
Heard but thought it was madeup; does listen to similar types of
conversations in an OR but is
disengaged
It grabbed her attention

What were your thoughts regarding the
second interruption (question about
choice of profession)?

What were your thoughts regarding the
fourth distraction (dropped metal tray)?

Gave a brief canned response

Heard tray but thought it had no bearing on
procedure

No, it was not distracting

No, did not hear the sound; this person was
very focused almost robot-like

Gave a canned response although she
nicked the liver during this interruption

Claimed she did not have a reaction to it
although she did laugh a little at the time

Distracted him a little bit

Did not hear

Not asked due to procedure terminating

She heard and jumped a little; patient bled out
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